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Rushing Season
Begin; Pledges
WadeOctoberl5
Five Fraternities Assigned
Exclusive Nights For Entertaining Freshmen

ftomns^San2i0pur
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 4, 1939

(Weekly Student Newspaper)

To the Rollins Students:
This is to extend t h e welcome and greetings of the Trustees
of Rollins College to the returning and incoming students.
Rollins is a happy College. There is much here to learn,
to enjoy, and to do. But after all, your success here, like the
Biblical Kingdom of God, is within you. External impressions
and forces may shape, accelerate or retard, but in the last
analysis what you are and what you are going to be comes
from your own initiative. The supreme pihilosophy of the
Greeks — know thyself — is as true in these modern days as
it was in the time of Plato and Aristotle.
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(Complete Campus Coverage)

Theta Kappa Nu New Dormitory for Women
Is Merged With
Celebrates Opening' With
LamdaChiAlpha
Becomes Chapter of Fourth
Largest College Fraternity
In United States

Dance in Central Patio

Dr. Nance to be
Dean W. S. Anderson
Sigma Phi Omega to
Elected High Officer Vew Dean of
Have Rush Later
Knowles Chapel
To Explain
Volunteers Called Anderson
C. A. A, P r o g r a m

New Chapel Dean

Faithfully yours.

HAMILTON HOLT

The Theta Kappa Nu fraternity,
The annual fall rushing ceremona national organization, active on
ies got under way this week with
this campus since 1924, decided at
five fraternities opening the fall's
a recent convention held in Birmactivities with several informal paringham, Alabama, to consummate
New Activity is Open to All; a merger with the Lambda Chi Alties.
Cost is Held at Minimum
pha fraternity, another large naPresident of the Interfraternity
tional organization, with almost
Council, Wendy Davis, called a
identical policies and ritual. The
short meeting last week of the new
Any students — men oi
union, becoming effective at once,
men students in which rushing rules
Plan Would Enable Football — who are interested in aviation creates a fraternity of 105 chapwere explained to the freshmen.
Players to Rest After Stren- should attend an assembly to be ters, located in 39 states and one
Representatives of each fraterheld at the Annie Russell Tehatre province of Canada- The united
uous Practice Sessions
nity, X-Club, Kappa Alpha, the
tonight at seven o'clock. Dean An- fraternity will be the fourth largnewly merged Lambda Chi Alpha,
derson will speak on the Civilian est national college organization in
Formerly Theta Kappa Nu, Phi
For a good many years Rollins Pilot Training Program to be given the United States.
Delta Theta, and Sigma Nu, were
College has been growing, expand- at Rollins in conjunction with the
Dean Winslow S. Anderson, one
present at the meeting.
Major rules discussed were the ing, and developing in every direc- Orlando Municipal Airport and Vo- of the founders and organizers of
Theta Kappa Nu, was elected to
order of rush nights of the indi- tion. This progress has been the cational School.
result
of
work
by
the
administrathe office of Grand High Delta in
vidual fraternities planned for next
This course affords an oppor- the new unified fraternity.
week, while an explanation of the tion along with the assistance of
"I thoroughly approve of the
receiving of bids on Sunday, Octo- the students. There is still a great tunity for students who wish to redeal to be done, and the new stu- ceive good training a t very little merger," said Dudley Darling,
ber 16, was given.
The order of nights for the fra- dents want and will be a part of the expense. The instruction is divided High Alpha of the Rollins Chapfuture
development.
The
spirit
in two sections — 72 hours of ter of Lambda Chi Alpha. "Our
ternities this year is as follows:
Lambda Chi Alpha, Monday; Sig- and "push", especially of the fresh- ground school and 35 hours (mini- delegate to the convention held
ma Nu, Tuesday; X-Club, Wednes- men in the "push", department, has mum) to 50 hours (maximum) of in Birmingham, Carrow Tolson,
flight instruction. The cost has was enthusiastic in his commendaday; Kappa Alpha, Thursday; and already shown itself.
This year the student council is been estimated a t approximately tion of the new set-up. The new
Phi Delta Theta, Friday.
combined fraternity, which will
During the final week of rushing putting forth a plan to aid the spir- forty dollars.
This program, which is open to keep the name of Lambda Chi Alwhich begins next Monday, frater- it of the college and especially the
nities not assigned a night shall spirit of the football team. In Flor- men and women, freshmen and up- pha, while incorporating much of
not speak to new students alter ida, where it is so terribly hot the perclassmen, is limited to twenty Theta Kappa Nu's policies, will
6:30, while on Saturday night, the first month of school, practicing students. Those interested in en- give us a real chance for active
participation.
In
*%right before pledge day, no fra- football is an especially strenuous rolling should apply at Dean An- inter-chapter
fact, that was one of the chief
ternity man is allowed to speak to sport. When the boys come from derson's office.
the practice field in the evening
reasons for the merger, since our
a new student.
39 chapters were so scattered beOn Sunday, pledge day, Oct. 16, they are very hot and tired, and
fore that inter-chapter activity was
new students are to pick up their under those conditions it is hard
almost impossible."
bids at Chase Hall before 12 o'clock, for them to be as considerate of the
The fraternity will be adminisat which time all students receiving people they are waiting on as they
tered by a council composed of offibids shall go to the house of their otherwise would be.
There are about twenty football Faculty Member Since 1931 to cers of both fraternities. The Nachoice.
tional President is Noel Sarget, of
A short pledging ceremony will players waiting tables in the dining
Teach In Colorado
New York City, who is secretary
be held by each fraternity before room. The plan is to get a hundred
of the non-waiters who would be
of the National Association of Manlunch.
Dr. Evelyn Newman has resigned ufacturers. The Office of AdminThe r a t rule for freshmen — t h a t willing to donate their services to
frosh are not allowed in bars after fill in for these boys the evening from the faculty of Rollins and ac- istration is established at 701 Cir10 o'clock — will be strictly en- meal during the football season. cepted a call to become Professor cle Tower, Indianapolis, Indiana,
forced this week, and no rushing This would enable some of the foot- of English Literature a t the Colo- where Administrative Secretary
shall change this rule except in the ball boys to clean up and rest be- rado State College of Education, at Bruce H. Mcintosh, a veteran fraternity officer who is recognized
final week of rushing when the fore they are in the main dining Greeley.
five fraternities are recorded their room. If this plan were followed I Dr. Newman came here in 1931. as an outstanding fraternity execout
with
the
hundred
"donators",'
Previously
she
had
been
Dean
of
utive, is in charge. He will be asnights.
The newly organized fraternity each of them doing this for two "Women at the Colorado State Col- sisted by Ben H. Parnell, a graduof last year, Sigma Phi Omega, weeks a t the evening meal, it lege, but resigned this post in or- ate of Louisiana State University,
has announced that it will not be would mean that the football team der to devote herself entirely to representing Theta Kappa Nu, and
included in the fall rushing pro- would be relieved of part of its teaching and lecturing. Rollins two other traveling secretaries, all
gram, waiting until after the an- burden during the season. The stu- was fortunate indeed to secure her of whom will work in the field with
nual fall rushing by the other fra- dents would receive better service, at that time. Although all who the active chapters of the fraterand the spirit developed by such an knew her shall miss her here on nity.
ternities for their own rushing.
Results of the Union
With one of the largest new men act would be carried out through campus, we wish her every happiThe union of the two large colstudent enrollments in recent years' the years to eome as a tradition.
lege organizations recognizes the
history at Rollins, all fraternities
trend in the fraternity world today
expect a successful fall rushing
which is toward a strengthening of
program.
national ties among local chapters,
economy in operation, and firmer
national leadership, to the end that
was wounded irreparably — deep the college fraternity may more
By JESS GREGG
The baseness of Human Nature, down inside. I didn't mind the fully discharge its functions as a
the utter futility of expecting grati- mauling, but the indignity of be- moral, social and educational force
Dramatic Art and Science Ma- tude was illustrated last Saturday ing mistaken for a freshman was among college men. The union has
night when several upperclassmen, a bigger cross than your old mother been consummated upon terms of
jors Choose Old Plan
equality and mutual consideration.
wishing only to see if the Frosh could bear.
had been safely tucked in bed, were
At this point a Rat, twelve feet The rituals, insignia and business
tall, brandishing an uprooted oak systems of the two orders will be
The new plan of integrated met with extreme discourtesy.
Immediately, Buck Johnson and tree, came after me, red-eyed and blended and each contribute its
courses has been well received by
this year's incoming class. Al- several other modern day Paul Re- snarling. I caught just one look share to the union. Undergraduthough no definite figures are as veres, roused the upperclassmen of that puss. AJtho I never forget ates and alumni of Theta Kappa
yet available, the registrar's office with the distressing news. Hurt a face, in this case I'm willing to Nu will at once be classified as
reports that approximately two- beyond words, the Big Boys got up try. Anyway, your roving report- members of the united Lambda Chi
thirds of the new students have and strode over to the Rats' Nest, er decided to rove. I'm not saying Alpha. Formal celebration of the
I ran, but I was too wet to stand union will be held in all chapters on
chosen the new plan. This plan Chase Hall.
On arriving, your correspondent still, and walking seemed impracti- October 11, which was the foundwas conceived by members of the
ing date observed by Theta Kappa
faculty who felt that the majority quickly sensed all was not as it cal.
On the steps a t this time a rather Nu.
of students would profit by taking should be. There a t the entrance,
a course which gives them a more entwined with a fire hose, was the brisk game of patty-cakes was gorounded, cultural education. By Freshman Class, hurling insults ing on. The Rats thought young Dr.
having his subjects all correlated and calling us names I wouldn't Moos, Chase's new proctor, was an
upperclassman, and hit him. The
the student will come to realize the even call my own mother.
proportional part which each plays.
Then, too, there was Clax Krause upperclassmen thought Dr. Moos
This wili lead to clearer thinking soaking wet. Clax had been swim- was a Rat, and they hit him. Dr.
Hugh McKean, formerly Rollins
and a broader scope of thought.
ming in the lake, tho why at such Moos, not yet class conscious, pre- professor of art, is among seven
Although the number of those an hour, particularly with his ferred the attentions of neither, Florida artists to be honored at an
taking this course inaugurated by clothes on, taxes one's imagination. finding said proceedings not par- exhibition in "Peacock Alley," D.
M. Read's Art Gallery in BridgeI had to find out what this was. ticularly to his taste.
the Educational Survey Committee
Ye Olde Scribe, shivering—from port, Conn., from October 2 to 14.
includes majors in all fields, most Well barricaded behind Louis Bills,
of those majoring in the sciences your reporter bravely walked up the intense cold, of course—trun- Artists from various parts of the
ind dramatic a r t are taking the the slipper steps into an inhospit- dled back to find the kiddies play- United States make up this interold, conventional plan, which af- able and rather wet stream of wa- ing tug of war with the fire hose. esting exhibition.
Mr. McKean's work shows a
fords them more time to spend on ter. Suddenly, Louis was clubbed At the same time, Giantonio, Shortheir chosen fields. The faculty, over the head by his Frosh brother. ty Phillips, and bevies of bouncing mystical landscape.
These Florida artists will also
typically progressive, has long That was too much! Ferociously, brawn found an interesting back
felt that a plan of this sort should your narrator socked his face into door. But the door being locked, participate in an exhibition which
be included in the curriculum of any the fist of a freshman. When I got as well as barricaded, said "No!" is being held in the New York Pubtruly liberal college, and now the up and started down those dark Pressing their shoulders to the lic Library until October 25. Instudents' acceptance of the idea steps, I met Wendy Davis coming door, the Brawns said "Yes!" cluded in the Library Show is anpoints to a truly successful first up. Again this face came into an Quickly the door agreed, and the other Floridian, Arthur Mokray,
(Continued on Fage 8)
over-close contact with a fist. I
of Orlando.
year for the plan.

To Assist Waiting
Tables at Dinner

Dr. Newman Resigns
Position At Rollins

Freshmen Prove Inhospitable Hosts at
Soiree; Old Boys Unhotheredhy Run in Hose

Entering Students
Choose New Courses

Hugh McKean Shows
Painting in New York

Will Be Occupied
By Two Sororities
Architectural
Decorations
From England and Italy
Incorporated in Structure

Noted Christian Leader Was
Editor and Publisher of
Religious Magazine

Studied For Ministry
After War Service
Dr. Elwood C. Nance, of Seattle,
Washington, has accepted a call
to the deanship of Knowles Memorial Chapel at Rollins. He is
succeeding the late Dean Charles
A. Campbell.
Pastor of the Christian Church
in Seattle, and editor and publisher
of "The United Moral Front," a
monthly journal of faith, fraternity, citizenship and c^^lture, devoted
to religious unity and democracy,
Dr. Nance has amassed a notable
record of Christian service and
leadership.
Bom in Ashland, Ky., Dr. Nance
went through the public schools
there, and at the age of sixteen enlisted as a combatant soldier in the
United States army, sixteen days
after this country declared war on
Germany. When he returned from
overseas three years later he wore
three gold service stripes, some
N.C.O. chevrons and the Victory
medal; after the Armistice, he received the Medaille de la Verdun
from the city of Verdun, France.
Immediately after the war he
took a short course of study in the
Y.M.C.A. college in Plaidt, Germany. He entered the Christian
ministry a year after his discharge
from the army, taking a four year
course in Christian Normal Institute and Bible College at Grayson,
Ky. He became pastor of the First
Christian Church, Greenup , Ky.,
during his senior year, succeeding
one of his professors.
Later he graduated from the
Cincinnati Bible Seminary and took
post graduate courses in the Southern Bible Institute, Weatherford,
Texas, the College of the Bible,
Lexington, Ky., Garrett Biblical Institute, the University of Washington, and Northwestern University.
For seven years Dr. Nance held
the pastorate of the Christian
Church in Tampa, where he was
chaplain of the American Legion
Post and president of the Tampa
Minister's Association.
In consideration of his eminence
in general scholarship, executive
ability and leadership, the honorary degree of Doctor of Sacred Literature was awarded him by
Christian Normal Institute, Gray(Continued on page 2)

Building Is Gift of Noted
Philanthropist, Mrs. Strong
Of Washington, D. C.

Dr. E. C. Nance succeeds the
late Charles A. Campbell as
Dean of Knowles Memorial
Chapel.

Professor Honaas
Looks Forward to
Successful Choir
New Members Make Outlook
Bright For the Coming
Year's Chapel Services
With a large group of new members added to the Rollins choir.
Professor
Christopher
Honaas,
choirmaster, is looking forward to
a successful year delivering concerts throughout the state and
forming the nucleus of the Bach
Festival.
The new group of sopranos includes Shirley Bassett, Josephine
Caruso, Doris Hogan, Betty Lamb,
Betty Carson, Carol Elliott, Alice
Bane Shearouse, Mary Elizabeth
Upchurch, Maude Quillow, Elsa
Jensen. Added to the alto section are Rachel Harris, Patsy
Clark, Lolly Phillips, Jane Anne
Sholley, Velva Saatkamp, Pat
Hotchkiss, Margery Branch, Flora
Harris. Those singing tenor are
L. V. Moore, Jr., Douglas Bills,
Dixon Yard, Thomas Williams, and
Mr. Schoonmaker, while the new
bass section consists of Louis Bills,
John Powell, H. W, Caldwell Jr.,
James Niver, Edwin Waite, and
Dean Waddell.
An outstanding personality among
the new members will no doubt be
found in John Powell, a bass, who
comes to Rollins after winning
first prize in voice at the annual
contest given here in the Annie
Russell Theatre, at a contest held
in Tampa, and at the regional contest.

Rollins College celebrated a major event at its opening this week
with the completion of Strong Hall
for Women, the newest addition to
the Rollins scheme of architecture.
The gift of Mrs. Henry Alvah
Strong of Washington, D. C , who
has long been a gracious donor to
Rollins scholarship funds and is
widely known in this country and
abroad for her many and varied
philanthropies, Strong HaU is a notable increase and represents the
most important campus development of the year.
The building, which harmonizes
in every detail with the architect's
plan for the "New Rollins", features
broken roof levels with one and two
story construction and is built
around a large and fully enclosed
patio. In the center of the patio
is a terrazzo dance floor and a
small fountain, with landscaping
placed around the sides of the building. A loggia connecting Strong
Hall with Lucy Cross Hall continues around the back of the building, and in addition to attractive,
homelike accommodations for twenty-four students, the building contains a beautiful living room with
kitchenette facilities, a matron's
room and office, a guest suite, a library and a lounging room.
Replacing a formal cornerstone,
the end of a garden seat which Mrs.
Strong imported from Italy many
years ago, is embedded in the wall
near the front entrance and carries an appropriate inscription.
The interior of the building
which is truly a remarkable piece
of work by E. Tadd Little and Son,
Winter Park decorators, is now
ready for occupancy by members
of the Chi Omega and Gamma Phi
Beta sororities, who will make the
new dormitory their home.
The living room of Strong Hall,
which is the largest and principal
room of the building, has been furnished around the handsome brass
cornices and hand-blocked linen curtains that decorate the four large
windows of the room. The five principal colors of the draperies are
crimson, salmon, and three shades
of beige, and with these colors also
used harmoniously in the many sofas, chairs and lamps, the decorators have kept all colors, both of
furnishings and wall surfaces,
strong and clear. The floor is covered with a magnificent carpet of
(Continued on page ii)

Majority of Freshmen
Faculty Experience Interesting Vacations; Hail From Florida
Foreign Countries Visited During Summer 21 States, Three Foreign
Once again the faculty members
of the Rollins Family return to our
Southern campus, filled with accounts of varied summer experiNo doubt these first few weeks
we shall be the lucky recipients of
new lingo, new jokes, and new theories which all go toward making
the Rollins classes so different
from those of less progressive colleges.
Dean Balazs attended the Laguna Conference, now twenty-eight
years old, in the heart of Mexico.
Both Dr. Clarke and Dr. France
have previously attended this conference in Torreon, located in the
center of two states of north central Mexico.
Until recently Torreon was a million acre tract of land owned by
five families. Members of other
families tilled the soil and did manual labor in the capacity of serfs.
Each of the five families was permitted to select three hundred acres
of ground before the state took
over the remainder, offering in
payment the affixed tax price. The
bank now pays wages to each man.

Countries Represented
thus affording the native inhabitants a more generous living than
When
the Freshmen appeared on
they enjoyed before this governthe campus last Tuesday, one facmental control.
tor stood out above all others. Of
Although Mexican women are althe 159 freshmen, 72 were Florlowed no vote in political affairs,
idians. Compared to last year's inthe men have weekly meetings to
coming class, the new group has
discuss democratic problems and
48 per cent more boys and girls
principles.
from the native state.
During the summer college stuMany other states are well repredents from Yale to California sented. New York came through
worked with the Mexican students in its usual second place with a
helping the inhabitants to build total of 16 students; Connecticut
schools. Not only did this help to and Ohio tied with eight; New Jeradvance education, but it also cre- sey contributed seven; Massachuated a more friendly relationship setts, six; Illinois and North Carobetween the Mexican and Ameri- [ Una, four apiece; and Pennsylvania
can youths. They are now con- and Georgia three each.
vinced that Americans can give as
Other states represented a r e :
well as take.
West Virginia, Kansas, Maine,
Professor William Roney conduc- Wisconsin, Oklahoma, Minnesota,
ted a caravan tour throughout the Maryland, New Hampshire, ArkanNorth and Northwest as far as sas, Mississippi, and there is one
Vancouver. Likewise Miss Mar- student from the District of Cojorie Weber, women's athletic di- lumbia.
Spain, Argentina, and
rector, toured the West.
Austria also have representatives
Dr. Willard Wattles and family in Rollins.
spent a unique summer pursuing
All in all, there are students
the various Lincoln Memorial from 21 states, the District of Coshrines throughout the country. lumbia and three foreign countries.

THE ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

TWO VIEWS OF STRONG HALL

C.A.A. Training
Course Obtained
For Rollins Men

(Continued from paee 1)

Plan for Increasing Number'
Of Private Pilots Begun
This Year By Government

Ground Instruction
Precedes Flying
The Civil Aeronautics Authority
has devised a plan for increasing
the number of private pilots in the
United States. In this plan the
C. A. A. has selected college students for future pilots, because college students are at the proper age
to learn to fly. College students
also have an educational background and are developing it further in college. The students of
today will be the nation of tomorrow, therefore it is evident that college students are well adapted for
this program.
Those students whose appl
tions are accepted, must take the
C. A. A. physical examination, b'
fore they start their training.
The plan of instruction is divided
into two parts. The first part will
be a ground course in theory of
flight, aircraft, engines, naviga
tion, meterology and regulations
This course lasts two weeks. Tht
second part will consist of flight
instruction in a dual control, 50
H.P., Piper Cub. Flight instruction wil! be conducted along these
lines: first straight and level flying, and shallow banks and turns,
forty-five degree banks; 180 degree, 360 degree, 720 degree turns.
After these maneuvers will follow
shallow eights, pylon eights, precision spins, spirals. Next the
Returns
take offs and landings, and first Popular Professor
After Long Illness
solo flight.
After his solo the student will
Lost year, Dr. Richard E. Burfly for 35 solo hours, which will
make him eligible for a Private Li- ton, professor in the Rollins department of English, was forced to
cense.
The ground instructors will be leave college because of illness. He
William C. Lazarus and Eliot Ker- left during the spring term and his
lin. They both hold a pilot's li- classes were taken over by other
cense and a ground instructor's professors in the English departrating. These instructors have been ment.
r. Burton had always been a
in aviation for a number of years.
The flight instructors are Wilson favorite with students and faculty
L. Mills, a former Rollins student, alike. His classes were always full
Alex F. Knothe, F . Elmer Hoe- to overflowing and every year
qp.ist and Eliot Kerlin. Both hold there were disappointed students
commercial pilot's licenses and in- who couldn't "squeeze into" his
structor ratings and have been flyThe 1938 edition of the Tomokan
ing for many years.
IS dedicated to Dr. "Dickie" BurDean Anderson announced that
there would be a meeting of all ton with the inscription: "Esteemed
those interested in the program to- and loved by Rollins students and
night in the Annie Russell Theatre. faculty alike not only for his broad
d tolerant culture, zest for livThe meeting will go into details of
eligibility and registration of the ing, and lovable character, but also for his excellence as a teacher
program.
and sincerity as a friend."
During the summer Dr. Burton
IS improved greatly, and, according to reliable sources, will be back
campus in three or four weeks.

Dr. Burton to Resume Trowbridge to Speak Dr. Nance is New
Classes In O c t o b e r In Chapel Sunday
Dean of Chapel

Bacheller Honored on
Birthday Occasion

Irving Bacheller, author of "Eben Holden," *'A Man for the Ages"
and other historical novels, and
dean of Florida's literary colony,
was honored on his 80th birthday
September 26 at the Hotel Algonquin, New York, by the alumni of
St. Lawrence University and Rollins College.
A feature of the dinner was the
distribution of a bibliography of
Mr. Bacheller's writings which was
compiled by Prof. A. J. Hanna, author of "Flight Into Oblivion" and
published by Rollins College. This
bibliography includes Mr. Bacheller's two autobiographical volumes,
28 novels, more than 100 short
stories, essays, poems and articles,
and an appraisal of his work as a
novelist by Prof. Clarenee H.
Gaines of St. Lawrence University.

MUSIC BOX
"Ererything in Music"
LATEST IN

Music — Records
Portables Decca Recorder
: Phone 151
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New Girls' Dormitory Drama Students Get
Finished for Students Laboratory Theatre

Dr Holt Names Greatest
Works in History of Man
A. Buel Trowbridge, Associate
Professor of Religion and Ethics
will speak next Sunday in
Knowles Memorial Chapel on
subject, "I Had Fainted Had I Not
Seen the Good in the Promised
Land."
Last Sunday, President Holt, the
first to speak in our chapel this
year, delivered a sermon rich
Bible quotation. Dr. Holt named
the greatest works of the greatest
men in history and pointed out the
use of several of these great works
in the service. One of his most
striking statements included a
naming of perfect architectural
patterns, namely the Japanese Mill,
The Dutch Windmill, The Greek
Column, and The American Indian
Canoe,
The service was one of beauty
and grace, much credit going to
the chapel choir. This organization presented the chorale, "Glory
Now to Thee Be Given" by Bach for

^llins Co-eds
RAY

GREENE

—Rollins Alumnus—
REAL ESTATE BROKER
Te;. 400

100 Park Ave.

OLD AND RARE
BOOKS
MODERN FICTION
and
TEXTBOOKS

the anthem and Ipolitov Ivanov'i
"Bless The Lord, Oh My Soul" be.
tween the lessons. The student
readers were Dudley Darling, Frances Montgomery, Jack Harris and
Lois Terry.

MINNIE O. WEIDNER
Modiste
111 East Morse Blvd.
WINTER PARK

sand color bordered with a wide
crimson band. A small nook, to
be used as a card room, adjoins
the living room, and is quite appro
priate with its gay colors and wood
paneling. Done in shades of green,
brown and gold, and with paneled
walls, the attractive library is situated across the patio, and it is
this inviting room that one of the
old brass cornices is placed above
the lai^e picture window overlooking the patio.
An unusual story is connected
with these pressed brass corn
adorning the windows in this and
other rooms in the building. Originally made in England some three
hundred years ago, they were
brought to the old Spanish city of
Leon, high in the mountains of
Nicaragua. There they were in
stalled for nearly a century and i
half in the spacious home of thi
Lacayo family in that city. Thi
house has been the refuge of the
president of Nicaragua during a
long ago revolution, and severa
times the cornices were almost destroyed. In recent years they were
removed and brought, in sections,
to this country by Mr. and Mrs.
Gilman Lonsdale of Winter Park.
By careful piecing, mounting, and
treating of the priceless brass
work, six of the most beautiful
sets of cornices to be found in
America now adorn the living room
and library.
One of the most striking ornaments in the room is a framed account written by the distinguished
author, Mrs. Jean Rushmore Patterson, concerning the establishment of Moussy-Le-Vieux, a French
home for "Face-Wounded Veterans" of the first World War. The
home was given to this organization by Mrs. Strong out of gratitude for the safe return of her
son who served with France.
Richard E. Kiehnel, of Miami,
who has been the architect for all
of the new Rollins buildings, also
designed Strong Hall. Mr. H. C.
Cone was the contractor, and the
new dormitory represents the seventh building he has erected on the
campus.
Strong Hall is certainly a gorgeous new gem to be set into the
ring that is the Rollins campus.

"All good things come to those
who wait."
For several years the faculty
students of the Dramatic Art Department have been waiting for
the time to come when they would
have a Laboratory Theatre in
which to work. It is a genuine
pleasure to have that ambition
realized a t the beginning of this
college year.
The new theatre is to serve as a
workshop for the Dramatic Art
Department. All dramatic classes
will be taught in this building. One
prime requisite for a theatre is
ample space. This requirement has
been w^ell satisfied in the new theatre. Across the front of the old
section of the building is a large
room that will serve as the Green
Room. Another room will be used
for the storing of costumes. Scene
Design will be taught in still another room. Voice instruction and
make-up will also be taught in the
other first floor rooms.
The stage has a proscenium opening of 26'-6"xl4' and is 23' deep,
This will permit the plays to be rehearsed on a stage as large as the
one in the Annie Russell Theatre
where they will be eventually produced. Adjacent to the stage is s
large workshop in which the scenery will be constructed and painted
Ample storage space has been
planned for scenery and propert
Next to the workshop is a tool and
paint supply room.
The tw'o rooms on the second
floor will be used as offices for
Professors Bailey and Allen.
Only those who have tried to do
theatre work in the adverse conditions of Recreation HaU can fully
appreciate what the new theatre
plant will mean to the students and
faculty of the Dramatic Art Department. Several advantages art
noteworthy. In the first place, tht
morale of the students will be elevated because they will be working
in a building that is more condu
cive to good theatre work. Also
the entire department will be cen^
tralized in one building. Perhaps
the greatest advantage of the new
building is its proximity to the
Annie Russell Theatre, minimizing
the difficulty of transferrng the
scenery from the shop to the stage
which the plays are to be proA big wag is C. C. Hurd, mathe- duced.
matics instructor a t Michigan State
The faculty and students of the
College. On the door to his office Dramatic Art Department are inis the following injunction: "Please deed grateful to those who made
knock before entering. If you don't this new building possible, especialgive a rap, you won't get an an- ly Mr. Fred Stone, President Holt,
swer." Maybe the last part of that Mr. Brown, Dean Anderson, and the
should read, "you won't get Hurd." Cartwrights.

WELCOME ROLLINS

WELCOME i
STUDENTS
•

Rollins Inaugurates
New Placement Tests
D e t e r m i n e s Scientific
Of S t u d e n t s

Ability

The science placement tests, given incoming students for the first
time this year, provide a more accurate determination of the students' scientific competence. In
conjunction with high school records, which were formerly solely
relied upon, they are a valuable aid
to advisors in planning student
schedules. This was gathered from
interviews with Miss Packham .
Dr. Waddington, who have h
engaged in supervising and grading the tests.
These tests are nationally standardized, and although the grades
have not as yet been completely
tabulated, results so far indicate
that Rollins will stand high in cc
parison with other colleges.
Pennsylvonia State College
considering establishing a special
training course for truck driver:

AMERICAN
Launderers

Drycleaners

•
CAMPUS AGENTS

Joe Justice
Sam Hardman

Come in and see the '40 Buicks
Sales and Service

ORANGE BUICK CO.
N. Orange Avenue

Sportswear

ORLANDO

for College

The Fashion Plate specializes in expert alterations
needed to make your suits
and dresses into charming
creations at very little
cost to you.

The

WELCOMES
YOU

son, Ky., which distinguishes him
as the only former student to
ceive an honorary degree from the
school.
Dr. Nance is eager to know and
to serve all members of the faculty
and student body, as well as
townspeople, and will be glad to
have them call on him in the Chapel
study. He is planning to write ;
column of spiritual interest for thi
Sandspur each week. The an
nouncement of the formal installa
tion service will be announced later.

. . . will find our shop most
pleasant and equipped to
fill your dressmaking requirements.

Fashion Plate
Campus
Bookshop

(Continued from page 1)

Large Stage and Classroom
Space Is Now Available

Flamingo Notice
The Rollins Flamingo welcomeis all incoming? students.
The high rating of the past year
can and will be surpassed with
the cooperation of all students
intei-ested in creative writing
and the technical work required
to edit such a magazine.
Here is a great field open to
students who wish experience in
magazine building. The numerous individual work that is necessary opens many channels
for any and all who are interested.
The Flamingo editor and staff
not only welcomes any criticism, and work; but hopes that
the experience offered will intrigue many contributors. Many
of last year's staff have graduated and there are several openings for new students not only
as contributors but also active
staff membei-s.
Any student interest in working for the best magazine in the
country please see Editor Louis
Bills. The first edition comes
out before Christmas.
LOUIS BILLS

Students

Clarence Brown!
Things Men Wear

I

ORLANDO, FLA.

I

ORLANDO LINEN & TOWEL
SUPPLY CO.
INCORPORATED

A Florida Institution
Specializing in Quality Merchandise Well Laundered

E. Park Ave.

SOUTHERN DAIRIES

SEALTEST ICE CREAM

A. P. CLARK MOTORS
Sales and Service

is served exclusive in the Beanery

CHRYSLER AND PLYMOUTH
A Good Place to Buy a Used Car
PHONE 5108

ORLANDO

Smartly tailored classics in
fashionable and colorful plaids,
stripes and plain shades. Created in wool crepe, wool with
rabbit hair, seal crepe, jersey
and cheviotwill by Kay Ihmhill.
Sizes 12 thru 20.
Second Floor

YOWELL-DREW'S
ORLANDO

THE ROLLINS
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[ Large Number of
iNew Professors
i Start FaU Term

Tuesday, Sept. 19
3 a. m.—
Have just arrived in Winter Park
after a 700 mile jump from North
Carolina. Haven't slept for fiftysix hours. Boy, I'm going to stay
in bed from now until school opens
next week. Ho-hum.

i| Many New
Appointments
s
Made to Faculty in Differ^ ent Departments

(
* Several Promotions
« Made During Summer
Several of the new faces to be
seen on campus this fall are not
students but professors, as several
recent appointments have been
made to add to the faculty list. The
newcomers are Dr. E. C. Nance,
dean of Knowles Memorial Chapel;
Charles Steel, assistant professor
of English; Miss Mabel Ritch, assistant professor of voice; Tom
Loftin Johnson, assistant professor
of art; Gilbert E. Moos, instructor
in chemistry; Walter Charmbury,
associate professor of piano; Lewis
A. Dexter, instructor in government and sociology; and Dr. Wilhelm Stein, assistant professor of
modem lagnuages. Other new appointments include Robert C.
Burns, graduate assistant in the
department of art, and Doctors
Fred Mathers and Meredith Mallory, who will serve as associate
college physicians.

SANDSPUR

Sleep is Absurd; One Man Receptionist
Is Foiled hy Arriving Students—Woe is Me The

Walter Charmbury Joins Faculty

York City, teaching private classes.
Mr. Dexter received his education at the University of Chicago,
Harvard, and Columbia, where he
was a University Fellow. An
tive member of the World Federal
Unionists, Mr. Dexter served as
chairman of a commission on social
responsibility from 1935-1938 and
was the only American delegate at
the Oecumenical Conference of
Christian Youth leaders near Oslo, Norway, in 1938. He has also
served as secretary of the United
States section of the New Commonwealth, a society for the establishment of an international police
force. He is a member of the
American Sociological Society and
CoHgratulations are in order to of Delta Sigma Rho, honorary fraternity.
Mr. Christopher 0. Honaas, who
has been promoted from associate I Gilbert E. Moos, received his
professor to professor in the con- bachelor of science degree with
servatory of music of which he is | hoonrs from St. Lawrence Univerdirector; to Mr. Charles S. Mendell, sity and his master's degree from
who has advanced from instructor M. L T. He is a candidate for the
in English to assistant professor; Ph. D. degree from M. I. T. this
and to Mr. Jack Carter, who has summer. He is a member of Gambeen promoted from graduate as- ma Sigma Epsilon, national honorsistant in theory in the conserva- ary chemical fraternity and was
tory of music to instructor.
an outstanding athlete at St. LawMr. Charmbury, who has studied
Rudolph Fischer of Basle, Switat Peabody Conservatory, and Par- zerland, comes to the faculty as inis, began his distinguished musical structor of cello in the d
career as director of music at Hood tory of Music and assistant
College in Maryland and has since structor in French and German. He
held positions in the musical de- received his master's degree
partments of the Jewett School of comparative literature at Roll:
Music, David
Mannes Music
in 1930 after graduating from the
School, Winnwood School, and New
University of Basle with an A. B
Jersey College for Women. A pidegree. Returning to Switzerland
ano concert artist of note, Mr.
he taught in state and commercial
Charmbury has made concert tours
of America, Canada and Europe schools and continued his studies
with outstanding successes in Lon- in English, German literature and
don and Paris. During the past geography a t the University, a t
year he has been connected with the same time specializing in cello
the Sherman Square Studios, New at the state Conservatory.

11:08 a. m.—
Met 11:08.
12:40 a. m.—
Met 12.40. Still no one, though
a few people are pulling in by automobile.
Friday, Sept. 21
2:25 a. m.—No one yet.
9:00 a. m.—Wow, I got an extra
G-r-r-r. Here I am, peacefully
hour's sleep before the Brooklyn
poundin* the pillow when om
boys arrived.
my last year's chem. class, an
lando worm, wakes me up and
11:08 — Met the 11:08.
stands there leering, "Good Morn12:40—Met the 12:40. Still no
ing." It seems he was passing by. one. Somehow, I sure would like
saw the car, knew I was back, and to sle-e-e-ep just a little. I'm sort
came in. I buried him in the cel- of in a trance now. It must be
lar.
more than will-power.
12 Noon—
Saturday, Sept. 22—
Haven't been able to get to sleep
flmmore ngvfi M-, f$M-i
again. It seems that every local
Met all trains; no one on them.
stooge that went to school here last
A few more persons came in by
year has found out I'm back and
has dropped by to spread cheer and car. They are also going to meet
charm. I'm rapidly losing the de- all trains. Ha-ha.
sire for sleep. Sort of a second Sunday, Sept. 23rd—
Things are getting foggier. Ditto
wind.
as Saturday.
Later—
Monday,
Sept. 24—
I just had a brain storm. I think
2:25 a. m.—Fortified by a quart
I'll meet all the incoming trains
and welcome the old and new Rol- of 151 proof TEA — six of us wei
linsites. Boy what fun! I'll start comed in another empty train,
which arrived this time floating
with the 2:25 tonight.
about six inches off the rails,
Wednesday, September 19
still conscious enough to be dis2:25 a.m.—
gusted. I'll be deep-dyed doubli
H-m-m-m. No one on this one. darned if I'll meet another empty
Oh well, it's a little bit early for today. I'll skip the 11:08 and
students to arrive. I'll meet the lax.
11:08 and the 12:40 tomorrow
i noon—&@!*!;)(*!!(!! I heard
morning. Funny I don't feel tired
the 11:08 arrived just stuffed with
any more. Must be will-power.
students. I'll have to be sure to
meet the 12:40 after that.
The Brooklyn boys are back.
12:40—^Through bleary, tearand R
from Orlando.
filled eyes I greet
another
They want me to meet the train empty.
with them.
Tuesday—
11:08 a. m.—
2:25 a. m.—I'm s-t-i-1-1 h-e-r-e.
y one on this train. Oh well, Gr-o-gg-y b-u-t sti-11 g-e-t-t-i-n-g
a little early.
at lea-s-t 3 h-o-u-r-s s-1-e-e-e-p per
12:40—
n—i—g—h—t> one on this train either. Oh
11:08 — z-2-z-z-z-z-z-z-z-z.
well, it's early.
12:40—z-z-z-z-z-z-z-z-z-z.
Thursday, September 20
One week later:
2:25 a. m.—
Shucks! I missed all the returnNo one on that train either. Oh ing students. Oh well—I'll be sure
to make it next year.
well, it's still a little early.

C. H. ("CAL") LANGSTON

THREE

View From
The Rat Hole
Impressions of Rollins Rats
By ALDEN MANCHESTER

Carvel Grant Long, Atlanta, Georgia —- "Ratting is a
quaint institution. I would love to have time to enjoy the hot
weather and Spanish moss."
Lolly Phillips, Stamford, Connecticut — "Nice to have so
much time to ourselves. The lake would be fine if we could
only have time to use it."
Jane Balch, Miami Florida, and Charlotte Chaplain, Palm
Beach, Florida — "We're intrigued, fascinated and astounded."
Con Carey, Hutchinson, Kansas — "It's a neat job."
Jane Ann Sholley, Newton, Massachusetts — "They ought
to have signs in Rollins so people won't get lost so often."
Hester Sturgis, Augusta, Maine — "I think it's the most
friendly place I've ever been."
Alice Newcomer, Fern Springs, Florida — "The campus
looks like I always imagined Florida would look."
Connie Child, Washington, D. C. — Still thinking.
Enid Gilbert, New York City — "It's all so refreshing.
Quelle Misere!"
Carl Lancaster, Long Island, New York — "It's a gyp
that the boys get their beds made and the girls don't."

Gregg's Style Peps
Up Staid Publication
Cover and Amusing Sketches
Improve "R" Book
Editor Jess Gregg turned out a
surprisingly original and clever "R"
book this year. Written in the
whimsical Gregg style and decorated with his sketches, it was indeed an improvement over the rather drab editions of recent years.
The cover, too, was improved, being waterproof and non-tearable,
while the binding was of the ring
type, allowing the book to be opened flat and even folded back completely without breaking. However, as with anything else, this
book was not without its faults.
The new binding rings were much
too large, making the book look
a little awkward as well as cutting
too far into the left hand margin
of the pages, in some cases even
obliterating the print.
This one fault of the 1939-40 "R"
book, however, is small, and Editor
Gregg and his assistants are to be
complimented on a publication
which is not only thorough and
complete but also entertaining and
amusing.

THURS.

Elsa Jenson, Holland, Michigan — "Something new every

FRESHMEN will learn
_^
from UPPERCLASSMEN

Dickson-Ives celebrated
Southland Fashions are a
tradition with fashionable
Rollins.

U>»Sli[RR[RjLUil)llirORD
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Welcome Students

LANGSTON'S RESTAURANT

WELCOME BACK
ROLLINS STUDENTS
Open Daily 2 P. M.

Central Florida's Finest — Air Conditioned

HELLO ROLLINS

-,

. . . .

At the former location of the
Alice Salon Ideal is Lohr-Lea
with a new line of fall Cottons
and Woolens.

HeUo, RoUins!

LOHR-LEA SHOP

for extra prompt and efficient service
on home or auto radios, call phone 115

CASH YOUR CHECK?

LAIRD'S RADIO SERVICE

SELL YOU STAMPS, DELIVER YOUR ORDERS

"Clothes for every hour of the Day"

^E. Park Ave.

Phone 12

Work called for and delivered

WELCOME STODENTS!!

Anything that you might need to make your year
at Rollins more complete — we are only too
happy to serve you

We solicit your business as a home town
concern. We can give you the best of
service, Laundiy, Dry Cleaning and Alterations at reasonable prices.

ANDERSON'S

Contact JOHN GIANTONIO or
BUCK JOHNSON

WELCOMES ALL NEW AND ALL OLD STUDENTS
BACK TO ROLLINS WITH A NEW
SERVICE FOR YOU ALL

-

Campus Agents, or call office

PHONE 101

HOT PLATE LUNCHES
ORANGE LAUNDRY
and ACME CLEANERS
Winter Park
1021 W. Fairbanks Ave.
Phone 413

Orlando
135 E. Church St.
Phone 3135

"CLEAN CLOTHES CRAFTSMEN"

Our Fountain Service is Incomparable
Our Sandwiches the Finest
Come in and Dance to the Latest Tunes
CALL 101 FOR ANY SERVICE

THE ROLLINS SANDSPUR

Campus Camera

UoUinH ^anii0pur
Published

Weekly

by Under graduate

Students
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FOOTNOTES
Penguin Peggy

oj Rollms

(The people about -whom we are Priestly Wetherelk with a pair of
thinking will bear no recognition of binoculars watching the freshman
Associated GoUeSioto Press
us upon them, whether living or "guhls" go b y ; on another Dick
dead, and anyone who can't find Rhodda sat in a pile of old soiir.
Distributor of
This week has turned out to be
himself among those present is en- books, singing ever so sentimer,.
one of those don't-give-a-hang-over
tally; and Russell got mad at evtirely
coincidental.)
affairs as far as the rats and new
• Park Chamber of Commerce; Florida Intercollegiate Press i
'Twas Winter Park, and all the erything all a t once in another spot
studes are concerned . . . Orientaand
told it so, as only R. can do.
little
buildings
sat
back
and
waited.
TELEPHONE 187 tion is quite an experience, but goIt came in ten minutes late, as us- In other words, things seemed quite
ing through it once is enough, so
ual, but its pockets were full and it natural.
a little rest and relaxation are in
And speaking of natural we see
was simply a WTeck from th€
National Advertismg Service, Inc.
order!
College Publishers Representative
change of temperature, so we for. we have Riley, Jr., with us tliis seaCampus candids: soft lights,
son — and so, naturally, we supgave.
Letting
out
one
long,
steamy
sweet music, Jane McGrath, Bob
sigh of weariness it sat down and pose he won't work either. Another
Blackwood, and a Florida night
Subscription Price: By mail anywhere in the United States $1.50 a term (12weeks), $2.50
began to slowly empty its pockets Bills is among us too. This is the
made things just right a t the KA
for two terms, or S-5.00 for the full college year.
of small, green objects of all shapes first time we have had to have
informal dance last week . . . could
two of them a t once and we are
and sizes. Having the advanta;
Entered as second class matter, November 24, 192S, at the post office al Winter Park it be that Bob, r a t this year, doesn't
Florida, under the act of March 3, 1879.
a bit wary of the consequences.
of higher learning behind us i
know that love is supposed to bloom
performed the courteous duty of However, we lived thru two Belin
the
springtime?
.
.
.
John
Gross,
EDITORIAL STAFF
dens, are still surviving with two
seeing
that
each
of
these
little
whom you'll remember as the fiend
Felders, two Darlings, two Youngs,
J O H N H . BUCKWALTER, I I I
Editor
green jobs was carefully placed
who used to p u t on a gas mask
JEFFERSON KENNEDY^ J R . , T E D PITMAN
Sports
Editors
its respective cubbyhole and left and are also adding another Harand goggles to scare the freshmen,
VICTORIA MORGAN
Society Editor has had new ignominies come his
happily chewing on its registration ris, the third Smith, and many others. "Rollins Family" as a term
DEJAY SHRINER...,
Headlines
card. That was the beginning.
way. He put, rather coyly, we
Our consciences clear, we next will be far from a literary phra;
thought, a sign saying "Girl WantBUSINESS STAFF
set out to discover why all the at this rate.
ed" in the window of his car, and
J O H N GIANTONIO
,
Business
There are lots of people missing
town's little feathered friends were
M. K. HARMON, J R
Advertising
Commissioner came back to it only to find
sitting off in corners and holding this annum but there are also lots
RITA COSTELLO
Circulation
Editor an African gal wanting a job! . . .
their noses. I t seems they don't back that we didn't expect to
Jo Sanders has turned debutante
care for the scent of new architec- Hilbert Hangover is here in full
in Atlanta . . . Louie Bills was alESTABLISHED IN 1894 WITH T H E FOLLOWING EDITORIAL
A u E N m> ELMER OJRN&LL,
ture; but we found it rather in- force, wearing all of Esquire's Int
Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and -pointed, well-rounded yet many most refused a college car license
WEST V I R G I N I A U N I V E R S I T Y
SOIOENTS AT PL.I.STATE O X L triguing because practically all the est college fads just as they shouli
last week because he gave the color
EGE, HAVE COMPLETED 2 7
S O P H O M O R E , IS T H E S I X T E E N T H
sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its name
little bare spots in the town had be worn while he takes the census
of his eyes as hazel, and Don Riddle
YEARS OF SCHOOLING WtTHMEMBER OF HER MOTHER'5 FAMILY
implies, victorious in single combat and therejore without a peer,
COT MISS1^4Q A DAV OR
been covered with some form of of the freshman class . . . the Clov(presiding a t the time) insisted
TO B E I N I T I A T E D INTO KAPPA
•wonderjully attractive and extensive in circulation: all these will be
HAVING BEEN T A R D Y /
erleaf end.
structure. On one
that they were red-rimmed . . .
jound upon investigation to be among the extraordinary qualities oj
If ever you will 'bother to inquire
Stella Gregg, frosh from Minnesothe Sandspur.
you will find that there are some
ta has the best tan and the best
Gibeault tooting her trumlengthy family trees being carried
white bathing suit to show it off pet so violently in the cringing ear
ound here, some dating back to
we've seen come out of the north
Frank Manuel, that we were
le cave man, etc. . . . we refer to
. . . Ben Abberger, rat, has the
Early Sunday morning as everyone knows by now, the
worried about the ear-ache he
you J. Giantonio . . . but the prize
mumps . . . Emily Akerman, Pi Phi
male Rats rebelled much to the chagrin of some and the enmight have today . . . some guy in
ir is a descendant of one of
active, forgot to be around the
joyment of others This is strictly off the record but it
said band swung out on the last
thing but their faces. Whon, and those most famous of all history
It was rumored this spring
front of Annie Russel] last week, so
was the most spirit shown by a Freshman class in several
bar of "Rollins Goes Rolling Roanoke Island, N. C , that Clark if, they were finally persuaded to
id he follows closely in his ancesshe didn't manage to get her face
years and shows the makings of a great class. If the girls
in the pictures that came out onAlong", and it added quite the need- Gable was just about signed for do that, what \vith a black beard of tors' steps. We speak of Ulysses
display a little of the same spunk and enthusiasm, there's no
commonly known as Ninian,
the Sunday soc page of the Or-ed touch! Betty Ann Hubbard and the lead in the "Lost Colony". But their own invention, about the only
telling what may happen. It's worth waiting for, though.
lando paper . . . most people who Jinny Stout led the fashion parade when the deal was about to be thing they could have done in char- But Ulysses, we like Ulysses, and
Classes) and rushing have started and between the two
th Luverne Phillips a good third closed, Manager Howard Bailey acter on stage was get down on
^ dub you for your many trav
know anything a t all know she'
the new students are going to find little time to be alone and
one
knee
and
say
"Mammy".
That
els into far lands and distant d'
here tho' . . . Freeland Babcock . . . Ray Hickok did a nice little found out that Clark was a sucker
discover just what it is about Rollins that makes everyone
and Dwight Johnston were adding bid of sob-story-ing and pleading for a slow ball and it was all off, was, however, about the only thing mitories — Ulysses, the third.
like it better the longer he is here. Both are important; both
a touch of the intelligentsia to thi when he asked the freshman boys On the other hand, we lay no claim they didn't do.
Well the time has come for the
are imminent; both require careful consideration.
informal dancing in Strong Hall to come on out and pull the mat- to acting ability and less to our Besides getting this herd of N, big tear (spelt tare), and we hope
Rushing is in everyone's mind right now and will be until
last week . . . Margery Chindahl tress around a little. He got nice looks, but we do play a pretty mean Carolina gorillas stampeded a t the there will be no hair pulling, bit
after pledge day. Don't make the mistake of joining the
game of diamond-ball. Hence
right time, we had our own little ing and suches. If you are temptking of hiring a press agent results . . .
wrong fraternity or sorority just because your best pal of
presence in the "Lost Colony" cast worries. One, when we were play- ed, oh anybody, just look at poor
these days . . . she's getting
Toy Skinner and Sue Terry were
two weeks has a good line acquired from an upperclassman.
feet overflow of requests to talk the best ever, and the two r a tand Mr. Gable's absence; an un-ing Prof. Bailey's part of Essex, dear Wilsie Whitehood, who came
This is completely an individual problem to be solved indi-,
about her trip abroad this summer cheerleaders were a great asset. accountable love for diamond ball was a matter of five costume chan- out of a struggle the worse fo:
vidually. Listen to what is said by others and make your
is just one of the charms of North ges. But rather than pad our
Margery, being a memb'
But seriously speaking, life would
Personally, we think Toy ought to
own decision. There have been too many cases of dissatis-,
Carolina's No-mans-Iand.
ploits any farther, we'll quit with be so much more pleasant if thinn;
fied Freshmen who have joined the wrong group and regret- p ' ^^^^.^ P^^*^^' ^P^^*=^ honorary, go somewhere and put her face
If you are like us before we got one reminder. Not everyone in
could just go aJong without misun
ight in her element, and has a t front of a camera. . . . she has
ted it later.
a job in it, you've never heard of "Lost Colony" cast has the
derstandings and misinterpretaStudy the different fraternities and sororities on campus. ready captured audiences in Orlan- such versatility of expression!
the "Lost Colony." We didn't know tinction of posing in the Heavy tions. This rushing business car
Irma Achenbach was there in a wliat it was about or where it was Winter Underwear section of the
Are they congenial with each other? Are their interests do Senior High, Winter Park High
really be lots of fun if you take i
your interests? Are they well-rounded in their activities School, church affairs, and the Or- super-dog of a peasant vest plus put on. We didn't even know that Sears Roebuck catalogue like Jack
in the proper spirit, and we fet
lando Girls' Hi-Y. You must ask a lot of bright embroidery . . .
and temperaments? There are other questions to ask and
the first attempts a t English colo- Tesly who played Sir Walter Ral- sometimes the newsters forget w
her about the bathing customs in
Daphne Tackach was cheering the nization had ended in the tragic eigh. Not everyone has to be
the answers should influence your decisions.
Norway sometime!
were once young and rushed too
Tars, sitting up by date Dwight way they did; that the colonists roomed in the town jail by day so
Good luck and keep up the spirit you have already disAccomplishments by incoming Johnston . . . Eugenie VandeWater, were finally forced by Spanish pir- that they will be on hand and in Don't make it a doctor's appoint
played.
studes have been many, even a t this Mary Ann Wilson, Patsy Clark, ates, Indians and starvation to condition for the show in the eve- ment. It's your opportunity to
early date . . . Margery Branch Jane Dorman, and Shirley Bow- leave their setlement on Roanoke ning like the same gentleman. Not make a lot of friends and from the
is in the chapel choir; Cecil Butt stead were all ratting along to- Island to head blindly into the wil- everyone sheds his hair in the win- whole bunch choose the ones with
whom you are most cong'enia
Last spring the Sandspur explained its policy for the is doing a column of Rollins news gether when we saw them . . . and
derness in search of some safer ter and gets it back in the summer Don't forget it. The upperclas;
present school year. That policy still remains in effect. There for a local Orlando paper; one of les petites in the form of Betty
will be a complete coverage of all college events and an at- the new boy cheerleaders turned a Watson, Marion Russ, Betty Hall place. Nor that they were never Hke Dan Wan Rosenburg, the evil men have already decided that you
heard
of
again;
which
gives
them
Indian. But, everyone in the cast are a nice class (aside from the
tempt made to publish articles and features that will satis- pretty remarkable flip the otha' and Margery Chindahl were very
the name, Lost Colony, and serves does play diamond-ball. So thefact that you're still a lot of
fy the greatest number of readers.
night a t the Rollins-Georgia game; evident. Fran Perrottet was wan- as the basis of the play.
next time you see Prof. Bailey on telligent rats) and we all hope you
At the present time there is a war going on in Europe Aldine Baker was mistaken for dering along in front of the bleaRoanoke Island, where the colo- the campus, just take a diamond- will turn out to be as nice a:
which has had a sobering effect upon everyone. 'The Sand- '39's Miss America; Ruth Ehren- chers and Dud Darling was reclinspur will not attempt to editorialize upon the European situ- kranz has rightly earned the title ing after his strenuous part in the sts landed and where the show is ball from behind your ear and pitch
given, lies between the mainland of him one. He bites at them low and
ation. In the first place this is a weekly newspaper and by of the most good-natured r a t . . .
This being the first time so many
attress affair!
northern North Carolina and that outside.
the time events and people were discussed and summarized
new eyes have tried to struggli
Don Marquis must have been in
Things a r e getting longer all long, lonely strip of sand that parfor publication, they would be outdated. Things t h a t happen
thru this print, we are merciful!)
the vicinity of Rollins last week the time: nights, . . . the wool stock- allels the mainland and protects it
today are refuted tomorrow. In the second place we modestGoddard College is believed to be losing early. Rest your peepers
when Prexy gave his opening ad- ing-sox . . . female hair-do's . . .
)m the sea. That ribbon of sand the only institution of higher edu- for the next time, dear, dead readly admit that we do not feel qualified to set ourselves up as
dress, for we spied a cockroach, all assignments . . . and the arm of the
desolate enough; but because of cation in the U. S. that does not use ers.
authority for events several thousand miles away when even
shiny
in
his
patent-leather
best,
law mais oui (but yeah)!
this desolation it is famous. The academic regalia at commencement
the best commentators are often completely in the dark.
And so into the mouth of the
taking in every word in true Archie
The Pan-Hel tea on Sunday aft Wright brothers chose it as a se- exercises.
When Dr. Holt returned to Rollins last year he said in an fashion . . . we actually expected
press.
interview with an Orlando paper: 'President Roosevelt is ab- him to stand up and applaud when was the official sign that rushing cluded spot to perfect their flying
machine.
Wireless
was
invented
is
a
t
last
upon
us,
and
believe
me,
solutely right in wanting to clarify our neutrality policy by Prexy finished
if you don't talk Greek these next there a t the same time as Maradoption of the old international law of cash-and-carry, and
Con Carey, Kansas rat, gets our two weeks, the thing to do is not to coni's, but news of it didn't get out
the isolationists are pretty small potatoes in both mind and
vote for being the gal who took talk a t all, because almost all is until three days after the Italian
morals in opposing him, although I admit their sincerity."
the least time having her
fair in this rush business, and had announced his success. There
The Sandspur applauds Dr. Holt's support of the "CashCarry" plan and heartily endorses his views. We also want classified with Prof. Honaas last there're going to be date cards, etc. have been shipwrecks all along that
Circling the two groups of rats, tinues. Bud finally finishe
to go on record and make the candid statement that t h e week . . . the door had hardly closed etc., etc., until even the most Ama- shifting hump of sand, which now, male and female, are the members tells the r a t to sit down. But thi
United States will not go to war in spite of the gloomy pre- behind her when out she came zonish will be weary and ill a t ease! at Cape Hateras, boasts the world's of the r a t committee. Commands rat stands glowering a t Bud. L'[
again,
muttering,
"Well,
I
told
hi
largest
lighthouse.
Pirates
have
The femmes turned out a beautiful
dictions heard on all sides.
are snapped out: "No talking! Un- from his side comes one of tho:
I couldn't sing, didn't I ? "
array of Florida October clothes, raged up and down it and spotted derstand? No talking! Wipe t h a t clenched fists, barely far enough ti
On another page of t h e Sandspur there is information
What's all this gab about some meaning light dresses that looked it with supposed buried treasure.
about the national student poll on neutrality legislation in
smile off! Feet flat on the floor." notice the movement. An instan
gals
not
being
able
to
take
ratting
It's
a
strange
country
allright.
But
cool and yet fallish . . . Patsy Clark
which our paper will participate. We want to urge everyone
Kelly walks deliberately up beside longer he stands. Then he slow!)
was there in black net over stiff growing less strange every day. For a young female r a t : "I said, 'feet sits down. Yes, fortunately—verj
of the students t o fill in these ballots and return them to and leaving collitch on that
count?
Could
it
be?
My,
now,
instead
of
pirates,
it
is
tourblack taffeta . . . Mary Ann Wilson
the editor before Monday, October 9. The results of the
flat on the floor'." The r a t quiv- fortunately—he s a t down,
Rollins poll and the final tabulation of votes will be an- young things ought to t r y Coco- was demure in blue with a stupen- ists who rage up and down among
, meekly turns her face up. "I'm wouldn't it be a shame to open his
malt every night before Rat Meet- dous white orchid in her hair . . . the sand dunes and Good Gulf signs
nounced later.
sorry, sir — they don't reach." way to general ostracism on hii
g, it might steady their nerves. Betty Watson, in lace, was thethat spot the landscape. And all
Kelly walks on.
first day a t Rollins?
• are we taking too much for complete Southern gal (even if because of the "Lost Colony",
The floor circling
And so, after all punishments aJ
granted ?
The show has, as they say, been Hoover spots a r a t who is not just
she does hail from Celeveland!)
meted out, singing and cheerin)
this year: a porch for the . . . Lynn Leonard was being effi- sensationally successful. In the
smiling, but actually grimacing practice end the meeting. The rat
art studio; a short dock for thecient in a good old Alpha Phi way first place it has the American
with silent laughter. Bud strides replace their chairs and eagcrl
lake; paint for the porch of Pine- . . . Sherry Gregg . . . looked like theme which is always popular and
(By Associated Collegaite Press)
to the r a t and beckons him to the — very eagerly — file out.
hurst; varnish for the chapel floors; somebody's flame in her red chif- especially so now. I t is alsc
aisle. The rat's face still betrays
Once out, they doubtless loosene
Dean Nance; two collich physi- fon dress . . . Jenelle Wilhite, was example of what can be done by
him. Hoover walks with him totheir ties, or fluffed out their
I want my son to go to a school where they teach all forms cians; numerous faculty members,
looking dramatic in black and white using music, dancing and colorful the front of the hall and begins adof government. I want him to know all there is to know about especially Dr. Steel from Harpageantry in addition to the usual dressing the upperclassmen sitting es, and began making remarks cot
.
.
.
Eugenie
Van
deWater
Communism, Fascism and Socialism, as well as representative vard, who is taking Dr. Newcerning upperclassmen that woul
forms of government. I want him to know all the good and man's place; civilian flying lessons; sporting a necklace of buttons that play ingredients. Then, too, it is on the sidelines. "What do youstand in any court as gross sh
one of the best examples of com- think of a r a t who can't keep a
was the most novel we've seen
the bad points of all these theories of government, as they the integrated courses . . .
Now, concerning those remark
munity
effort
in
the
theatre
today
Margery
Branch
was
showing
off
straight face?" Instantly there . . . Freshmen, remember one thing
have been worked out in actual practice in the past and in
At the game last Friday p. m.
the present." Alf M. Landon, 1936 Republican presidential when Rollins creamed Georgia so her dress-ability in a pink dusky and will become an even better one comes a prolonged group groan, as Every last upperclassmen amoni
if
it
goes
on.
The
kids
on
Roanoke
number
that
set
off
her
if to say, "Imagine! Here's somenommee, votes unequivocally for freedom in education.
completely, the rats were right on
Island do not play cowboys and one who's just poked his crippled us went through the same sort o
'Education exists not merely so that the rising generation the job . . . Congrats go to Flora beauty to perfection . . .
disciplinings and degradation
may face, discuss, and, if possible, decide questions basic to Harris, who was a most efficient prexy, Margery Chindahl looked Indians, they play Lost Colony. grandmother down the back stairs are still alive — and happy. Up
Some
day,
if
the
show
lasts,
these
her
radiant
self
in
an
electrifying
with a pitchfork; does he expect perclassmen, remember one thing
political society and human life. I t exists also to provide bench-wiper-offer; to the waterthe highest goods themselves. It exists to foster moral, boys; to Tommy Knight, who was blue . . . Lillian Conn wa also love- kids will take the main parts now any pity?' Then come cries of, "In A r a t is a rat. Make him toe tl«
intellectual and spiritual growth. Its results should be a peddling programs; and to those ly in a star-dusky dress of deep taken by outsiders. When that hap^ the lake! In the lake!" Someone line — but be gentlemanly about it
blue . . . Norine F a r r of Phi Mu pens they will have something. And yells a reminder that the alligators
sound character, a disciplined mind, and an elevated s p i r i t "
stalwart lads who tusseled with the fame, was picturesque on the steps finally, there is in the play some
are young, and that no water mocUniversity of Chicago Pres. Robert M. Hutchins eloquently
mattress between halves so beautiRules from the 1860 studen
•ange lace . . . Fran Perrottet of the best talent the local CCC casins have been seen sunning
describes the great ends of higher education.
fully . . . All Rollins is proud of was outstanding in a group of Kap- camp can spare: — about seventyhandbook of Westminster Collert
themselves on the dock for three
In these troublous times, democracy's strongest safeguard the fighting the Tars did, and comthat make us glad we're collegian
five
tragedians
of
the
old,
old
pas
around
the
patio
.
.
.
Betty
Ann
Finally
order
is
restored,
^A?\'??* * ^ inroads of totalitarian philosophies is education mends especially Sam Hardman
in 1939: "Attendance on circuse
At this very moment the traditional values of our civilization and Merlin Mitchell for their run- Hubbard, Lynn Naught and Betty school. I t took no little of our time punishment is handed out, and the is not allowed, and students ar
are being challenged, and the colleges and schools of the ning . . . regrets to Clyde Jones Hall made a gleesome threesome, to look out for these boys and see meeting continues.
never allowed to be on the street
that,
when
they
went
on
stage,
and
Dot
Rathbun,
Gamma
Glamor
country will have to assume a more important role than ever
The eyes of the committeemen ior in the stores, about town, eJ
who was injured, but not before he Gal, was being polite to late comers not too many of them had cigars
before m guiding our youth to examine intelligently our
got his taste of glory . . .
. . . Vicky Morgan, Theta, was look- angled jauntily out the comers of search out further offenders. Hoo- e p t on business, which is to b
culture 0 fthe past, and more particularly, the events and
Most everybody turned out foring her chic self, and we couldn't their mouths, bottles secreted in vr again spies one. He walks hur- iromptly attended t o ; nor to i
movements of today " College of the City of New York's
riedly to the r a t and makes him away from their own rooms, excep
Pres. Nelson P . Mead states an important preface to another the game, and were thrilled that the help thinking what a hit she'd make their jerkins, or a mixture of Elizaband, with so little preparation on Broadway just on her looks . . . bethan and CCC dress. The boys stand. The rat's fists clench as at appropriate times for recreatioi
year of higher education.
Bud
could play so nicely . . . we saw
in some inoffensive and honorabK
liked very much to make up any- rat's begins his haranguing
(Continued on page 8)
mouth tightens a s Bud con- manner."
Membtr
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Ding, Dong, The Rats Rebelled

Rollins Thespian Beats Out Gable in Casting
For Part in '*Lost Colony" Presentation

Our Policy for the Year

Trembling Tots Trapped at Tense Tribunal,
Committee Seek Out Offending Freshmen

QUOTABLE QUOTES
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pity for the fallen, mercy for the
mistaken, and charity and goodwill
toward all.
In a mad world in which many
THEATRE
are bent on the destruction of deThis summer Dean Enyart, who fortable sleeping required a stack "One ship drives east and the other mocracy and human liberties
Thursday and Friday, Oct. 5-6
drives west
must seem to incoming Rollinsites. of heavy blankets.
want tc be enrolled with the buildWith
the
selfsame
winds
that
blow
The csreen hit, football fans are
like the paragon of all wise, witty
Dean Enyart returned to the 'Tis the set oj the sails, and not the ers, the peace makers and the
s^
clamoring to see, a comedy that
academicians, had the pleasure of United States via the home of the
gales,
vants of the human race. We want
packs laughs, football thrills
iL Titles of Novels and Poem of
correcting a long-standing
baked potato, Idaho. In Washing- Which tells us the way they go."
to save ourselves and others from youth and beauty with campus
admission in his travel repertoire ton he saw Mt. Rainer on a gor
.^ Writer Compiled By Profes
the forces of mind and matter that
By DEAN E. C. NANCE
JOE E. BROWN and
—and of heeding an ancient ad geous day of perfect made-to-order
are now being abused and misused
k, sor A. J. Hanna
MARTHA RAYE in
monition as well. The omission, clarity.
Out of Portland the
by many in other parts of the
"$1,000 A TOUCHDOWN"
was quite comprehensive, being the travelers had a cloudy day, but In the first few verses of Luke's world.
Added Extra!
It; Rollins College published t h e
entire Western half of the United just as the Dean was audibly re Gospel we read of the great census
"YANKEE DOODLE GOES
Hi first number of the 35th volume
States and the admonition — "Go gretting the overcast skies, th( taken of all who lived in the em- We need spiritual poise t o get
TO TOWN"
\ of its quarterly bulletin last week
true estimate of man. A modern
West, young man, go West!"
pire
of
Caesar
Augustus:
"Every
clouds parted and the magnificent
^ in the form of a bibliography of the
man went to be registered in hiswriter has said of man: "He is nei- Saturday - Sunday and Monday
sight they had been waiting t o
The Rollins Dean of Men had
r^ writings of Irving Bacheller, dis
Oct. 7-8-9
ther so depraved as some have
Europe first, but until this past burst upon their dazzled eyes — own city." That census was taken feared, nor is he i
The secret's out . . . and it's
liji tinguished novelist.
smash entertainment. A three
June he had never been beyond the the shining vista of snow-capped for the purpose of enlarging the have desired. He i
tg Prof. A. J. Hanna of the his
battle which ends in a marMississippi River. With Europe Mounts Hood, Rainer and Baker. army and increasing the taxes. ture of reason and rationalization, way
11^ tory department of Rollins and au
riage tie.
The beauty of the sight moved Similar enrollments had been deturbulent, he decided the time
1(1 thor of "Flight Into Oblivion" is
of hunger after righteousness and
"THE WOMEN"
ripe to see the West—^and he chose them almost to tears. Riding along manded of the Jews by their own hankering after pleasant vices, of
ti! the compiler of this last Rollins
'^ fAW/NGBKoHEHLBf^ > •
with
to see it with a fellow educator the Pacific Highway, which threads rulers many times before the ad- illation and decision. His weakNORMA SHEARER
\ publication. He calls attention to
JOAN CRAWFORD
and philosopher. Dr. T. G. Duvall, a high cliff overlooking Balboa' vent of Jesus.
r; the fact that Bacheller has written
ses are a warning against comROSALIND RUSSELL
There is another type of enroll- placency, his possibilities are an enDean of his Alma Mater, Ohio Wes- sea, was another awe-inspiring es
ijj approximately one-half of his total
PAULETTE GODDARD
ment in which all of us can volun- couragement to hope for his releyan. In the party were also Dr. perience for them.
t of 30 books in Florida since beco
Adde Attraction
In a restaurant in San Francisco tarily participate, and one which
Duvall's
wife
and
Dean
Enyart's
"MARCH OF TIME"
demption."
jt ing a citizen of Winter Park 22
Dean
Enyart
came
face
to
face
pays
large
dividends
in
happiness
sister.
All New and full of News
Far above the fraternity houses,
years ago, that Mr. Bacheller's life
with Marjorie Weber, the Women- and personal development: the EnL of 80 years has spanned almost'
Tuesday and Wednesday
Succeeds L. Tribble, Once The quartet journeyed from Ohio Director of Physical Education a t rollment for Enlargement. I t is dormitories and other buildings on
to the Black Hills of South Dakota
Oct. 10-11
the Rollins campus is the tower of
^., half the life of this Republic, and
Stetson staff Man
and from there to the impressive Rollins. Leland Stanford's chapel not an enforced enrollment and is
Knowles Memorial Chapel, Tense Melodrama . . . of the atj^ that he has had a reading publ:
with its rich masiacs, Yosemite and therefore more likely to be neglectempt
of an innocent prison vicYellowstone
National
Park.
I
t
was
reaching to the sky as a symbol of
,1^ in Europe and America estimated
the
Valley
of
the
Giants
(vividly
tim
to
lead
a new life!
ted
by
many.
However,
our
volunDean
Anderson
has
recently
been
the evening the four stopped to
conviction of the spiritual val^J at 20,000,000. Mr. Hanna attribrecalled to the Dean by the picture tary enrollment with the Rollins
EDWARD G. ROBINSON
of life. Through the benefiuted this voluminous literary out- appointed vice president of thespend the night a t the foot of Flat
BOBS WATSON
Saturday evening); Fresno whi
family presumably indicates that
second
district
of
the
Southern
InHead
Lake
in
Montana
that
the
e of Mrs. Frances Knowles
put to the author's rigid adherence
in
he visited with a n old college we are here for personal enlarge"BLACK MAIL"
Warren, and the aegis of the late
•- to a routine of life, the order of tercollegiate Athletic Association party had its first Rollins reunion.
class mate and met his old college ment. We want to be enrolled with
n Charles Atwood Campbell,
"'" which has been to write from eight He is to succeed Lewis H. Tribble, Dean Enyart was sitting calmly on
president;
San
Diego
and
^
n
Berthe
thinkers
of
the
world,
some
of
formerly
of
Stetson,
who
resigned
the steps of their cottage when a
Chapel has been made the cenin the morning until one, take a
nandino — so ran Dean Enyart'; whom a r e on our campus. We
ter of the religious life a t Rollins.
short rest after luncheon and de- to become assistant attorney gen^ girl came tumbling down the hill,
eral of the state of Florida. This elatedly shrieking "O Dean-weeny, California travelogue. He savwant to associate with and encour- And through the ministry of music
'. vote the afternoon to recreation.
Boulder
Dam,
"a
colossal
thing",
u
age
them
by
our
appreciation
and
and the message of religion it is
,
In addition to his 30 books, Mr, is an office which Dean Anderson deany weeny!" She turned out to
has held in the past.
be Penny Pendaxter, a Rollinsite of his own words, and the Grand Can respect. We want to feel the pull the center of a creative and active
All men students, who are in' Bacheller has written 15 poems and
The vice president is in charge several years back. Beneath the yon of which he speaks with the and the power of their thoughts. participation in the spiritual prog- terested in becoming members
^} verses, 27 short stories, and 75
of matters concerning eligibility ir majestic Montana hills the two en- tone of grave reverence used by We will not always agree with
of humanity. Since the pro- of t h e Swimming Team a r e
essays and miscellaneous articles
the states of Georgia, Florida, Ten- thusiastically renewed their old ac- the true philosopher who mentions them, but in the common quest for gram and policy of the Chapel are asked to meet a t the Boat House
' "His unusually versatile career as
some superb natural creation. The what we believe to be the truth all
nessee and Alabama. Vice Presi- quaintance.
denominational students of all Dock Monday, Oct. 9th, a t 4
' journalist, short story writer, esdent Anderson says that changes
Dean Enyart was slightly cha- ncredihle fantasy of Bryce Canyon of us will grow taller in mental faiths take part in its many activi- p. m. This includes Freshmen,
sayist, pfoet, war correspondent,
this year in the Association's eli- grined when he reached Glacier Na- with its riot of colors and shapes stature. Our own limitations will ties and find consolation and Transfers and Upperclassmen.
. editor and novelist accords him",
gibility ru^es a r e slight. The sixtional Park, where instead of lus- proved so irresistably humorous to be overcome by great teajchi
strength in its sanctuary. I t is a
Matt Ely is manager of the
^ writes Prof. Hanna, "a high place
year rule has been revised so as to cious masses of ice and frosty wea- the travelers that they burst out who have left some of their wisdom shrine for the weary, a challenge team, and Fred Kasten is the
" in American letters and ranks him
in many challenging and inspiring
exclude from participation in inter- ther, he was met with a tempera- laughing on sight of it.
to the indifferent, and an inspira- captain.
^' dean of the literary colonists of
At St. Louis Dean Enyart visit- books.
collegiate athletics only men who ture of 92 degrees and — no glation to all who understand the sigMeets a r e being arranged on
• Florida."
an old fellow collegian, Branch
have actually attended the college ciers! Seems they weren't running
We want to be enrolled with th nificance of its presence on the a home-and-home basis with
A feature of the bibliography is
Rickey, owner of t h e St. Louis poets. We may be too closely al campus.
six years. Professional rating at that particular season!
such
schools as Miami Univeran evaluation of Mr. Bacheller's
sport now bars a player from
To British Columbia, a rodeo and Cardinals — a t Chicago he sawlied with mundane interests to en
The program of the Chapel af- sity; University of Tampa; St.
^" works by Clarence H. Gaines, Craig
competition only in that sport,
another pleasant run-in with an ex- Rollins alums — and in Wisconsin joy the society of the Muse, but wi fords an excellent opportunity for Petersburg J r . College and pos^ Professor of English in St. Lawean Anderson also stated that RoUinsite went Dean Enyart and he arrived in the gay middle of can keep our windows open toward enrollment with those who are sibly Stetson and Florida. Stu^^ rence University from which instiRollinsite's party!
Association will be more lib- his party. This time the former
their temples and let their music working for international and in- dents who are interested in the
^ tution Mr. Bocheller was gradu) was the parting of the ways and messages enrich and enlarge
eral in regard to scholarships this enrollee was blissfully asleep in the
terracial good will and for univer- Swimming Team, and who can" ated 57 years ago. Included also is
for Dean Enyart and his former
year.
the
coach
of
a
pullman
car
when
ir souls.
not meet a t the appointed time,
sal peace and justice. The Dean of
'. a map of the "North Country" of
teacher,
whose
long
association
is
the Dean gently shook him awake.
Rollins affords us an opportuni- the Chapel is available a t all times are asked to get in touch with
" New York State which Prof. Hanna
tribute to the name of friendship. ty to enroll in the choice society to those seeking friendship and the j the Swimming Instructor as
Startled? The young man spent
^ says Mr. Bacheller has "traced imack
to
Florida
came
Dean
Enyart
several very perturbed minutes exof the leaders of many branches of solution of problems, small or soon as possible, either by
^ perishably on the literary map"
plaining to the smiling Dean that the first of September — but helearning. Name your major inter- great.
' phone or a t the Lake Front.
and has done for it in such classics
not sorry to return. He still est and you will find it well reprehe wasn't drunk, honest!
" as "Eben Holden" what WashingThe sight of a yellow ear with a finds Florida a most pleasant place sented a t Rollins. The fine arts
I ton Irving did before him in the
to live.
music, literature, language—the
The annual Panhellenic tea was Florida t a g in California (where
* days of the trappers and Indians.
Florida tags are as rare as phoe- In the course of his trip, Dean practical sciences and the humaniRollins Headquarters for meeting friends when you
Full bibliographical data are giv- held a t Strong Hall Sunday afterEnyart visited nearly three score of ties are all here.
nixes,
led
invariably
to
a
happy
colare shopping or after the game!
1. As is the custom, everyone
en about each title the author has
lision with Professor W. L. Roney American institutions of higher
We want to be enrolled with all
" published and under each book a r e appeared in her most glamorous
and his wife. Then there was learning. But he still considers as who love the beautiful, who seek
Let
McEIroy's develop your films
, included reviews from leading crit- gown and spent the afternoon meetBanff, Lake Louise and Jasper, his most heart-shaking moment that the truth, who believe in someics among whom are Richard Bur- ing people and playing the old
still in British Columbia, where when he first looked upon the thing besides themselves, who have
^, ton and Edwin Granberry of Flor- faithful game that usually saves
AGENTS
FOR EASTMAN KODAKS
Dean Enyart rode on a gorgeous Grand Canyon — "the grandest
* ida. In addition to the various those who aren't brilliant conversaAND SUPPLIES
highway which he described as thing you ever saw".
" lists are a chronology of the life of tionalists. Yes, you'e guessed it!
looking like a road along the floor
I Mr. Bacheller and a facsimile of The game of "Do you know?" and
of the Grand Canyon. Up in CanAmerican foundations in 1937
the manscript of one of his books What do you think of Rollins?"
The receiving line, in the living- ada the weather ceased to be dis- (latest year for which statistics
^ which resembles old English script.
appointing
and
there
was
some
nice
available) gave $9,170,318 to
f
oom of Strong Hall, was made up
125 S. Orange Ave.
Orlando
virile cold — so intense that com- educational institutions.
'
The Universities of Texas, Okla- of the presidents of the seven sorhoma and California a t Los An-orities on the campus and the presi^ geles have been given special Will dent of Panhellenic. Miss Buell,
•
Stationery
We have a complete line
Local Representatire for Parlter
I Rogers
Memorial
Scholarship resident head of Strong Hall, also
of
Pens for Winter Park
5ted by greeting the guests.
' funds.
•
School
Supplies
Your Jeweler with a complete line of
Parker Pens — Pencils
Betty Berdahl was in charge of restudents' essentials, famous Parker VacuumSome University of Louisville freshments, which were served outatic Fountain Pens, Alarm Clocks, Hamilton
•
Greeting Cards
buildings originally house a juve- doors a t a long table under one
Jeweler
and Elgin Watches, sales and service.
of the archways.
nile reform school.
Phone 101
Colonial Store

Dean Enyart Enjoys Summer Spree in West
THE SET OF
Feels at Home While Meeting Rollins PeopleTHE SOUL

^Rollins Publishes

I List of Works by

5

BABY GRAND

Irving Bacheller

Dean Anderson Heads
Athletic Association

NOTICE

Panhellenic Tea Is
Given At Strong Hall
For Incoming Girls

ROLLINS PRESS

MCELROY'S PHARMACY

STORE

WELCOME STUDENTS .

.

.

.

ANDERSON'S

Grover Morgan

Watch bracelets and crystals to fit any watch
made, prompt service. Your credit is good
here.

Our best wishes

to

Rollins College

On the opening of the Fifty-fifth
year of the growth of Winter Park's
greatest "industry", we extend our
congratulations to President Hamilton Holt and the College for their past
years of achievement.
May the year ahead see even greater
accomplishments for Rollins in her efforts to keep out in front as a leader
in the educational world.

Grover Morgan—Jeweler
COLONIAL STORE

Phone 402

Even a Railroad Spike cant "take i f
like this Jewel of a Parker Pen

SAYS THE PARKER VACUMATIC-

*V WAS P/LL£0
W/THTHESAMBACtO
-WROTBALLOAY
'AS-MtL£
UNEAND t*M JUST AS
\ 0 0 0 0 AS

BUBR/*'

2nd—"Bomb" Test: Parker's Diaphragmfillerencased in an oxygen bomb
FOR WEEKS, where a single day
equals 6 months' normal age—to prove
its long life.
ard—"Electrocution": Every Parker
Diaphragm proved 100% leak-proof by
exposing it to 5,000 volts of electricity

FLORIDA BANK
AT WINTER PARK
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

4th—"Drip Test": Pens filled and
hung points down for houra in frigid
temperature, then in torrid temperatiu-e.
5th—Dropped 3,000 f t from an airplane to prove the lovely laminated pearl
barrel and cap are Non-Breakable.
You never saw such a pen. You never
A sacless pen that holds far
pens
—shows the ink level at all times, hence
dry without warning, in classes
- exams. So go and see it now and get
for college and for life.
^
The Parker Pen Co., Janesville, Wis.
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Rollins Plans
New Intramural
Sports Program

COACHES M C D O W E L L A N D W A I T E

CO-EDS
IN
SPORTS

Footballers Ready
To go to War With
Stetson Hatters

j

Dr. Adams Pilots Students in
Original Elective Athletic
System

Added Equipment
To Be Used As Lure
Rollins offers a rich program of
physical education activities for all
students. At least twenty-four
men have already gone to work in
earnest on the football field. Beginning Tuesday, October 3rd, there
will be opportunities for all other
Rollins students to participate in
a variety of sports, with everything
from ping pong to pole vaulting.
Most of these meet twice a week
for one hour each, in periods
throughout the day, in order that
each student can enroll according
-to his fancy and to the way his
schedule is arranged.
The classes are designed to give
individual instruction and competition to all students registered in
them. The primary object of all
physical education classes is to give
each student personal satisfaction
in learning by doing — participating. Many of the activities offered
are those that can be enjoyed now,
as well as in later life; some of the
others may not necessarily be enjoyed after college days, but are
equally important for the pleasure
derived from team competition. All
the activities offer excellent opportunities for delightful social exper-

SANDSPUR
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Rollins Tars Trample
South Georgia State
Justice Heads Powerful Blue
and Gold Offensive

The Woman's Physical Education schedule for the coming term McDowallmen Anxious to Re
embraces a complete program of
peat Victory; Close Contest
physical activities. Team sports,
Predicted
individual sports, dancing and correctives are included in the scheduled activities.
Basketball and crew make up
With three important victories
the team sport program for the under their belts the plucky footfall. Basketball instruction will be ballers now find themselves faced
given Tuesday and Friday from with the Stetson menace. The boys
four to six by Arax Ehramjiam. from Deland will have revenge ii
Competition consists of games be- their hearts when game time roll:
tween teams representing the vari- around next Friday night. They
ous sororities and independent remember well the defeat suffered
groups. A varsity basketball team at the hands of the McDowallites
is picked each year from these a year ago. Even with the loss of
j groups. The increasingly popular the powerful Lynn Warren th.
ALEX WAITE
1 sport of crew has a program of its Hatters are alleged to have one
own including races in the classes. of the strongest outfits in
Coach Bradley chooses the Wo- state. This being true there should
men's honorary crew varsity.
be a lot of leather popping on StetIndividual sports include tennis, son's sandlot. The defensive abiligolf, archery, fencing, swimming ty of the Green Wave is not to be
and riding. Every fall tennis, golf overlooked according to its per
On guard, you fair feminine foils- and archery tournaments are held formance in recent scrimmage
women ! The fencing season, if to find new talent. Instructions in clashes. The Hatter line is reputyou do things by seasons, is here! these sports are given by Miss ed to be as large and as strong as
Think how impressive a lot of Weber. Advanced and beginning that of a year ago, A new defenequipment decorating Cloverleaf courses in swimming are offered sive jewel was discovered in full
would be, an' how smooth your by Fleetwood Peeples, director of back Troy Hall who is also consoon-to-be-acquired-tan would look aquatics. Riding is under the d: sidered a ball carrier. Big Ed
against a white jacket, an' how ex- rection of Mrs. A. S. Wheeler, i Hughes, pass catcher deluxe and
hilerating t'would feel to find the "Gymkana", at which the onlookers ace flankman is scheduled to cause
ol' deceptive ability effective in are shown what real horsemanship the Rollins boys plenty of trouble.
It is not known whether or not
making touches; then if there's means, is held in the fall.
Rollins offers two types of danc- Green, ball toting threat, will see
any doubt about your Phiz. Ed., or
even your unorganized play — ing this term, modern and folk service as he is suffering a painf'goodness sake sign up for fenc- Modern dancing is under the di- ful ankle injury.
rection of Irene Hoenig. Tho class
ing!
On our side of the fence things
We've always had fencing classes in Folk dancing under Mrs. Rae.
seem to be a bit brighter. The
and intramurals here at Rollins,
Tars' tricky double wing back forbut now we've hit a new era. We're
mations have been working as
trying our foils at intercollegiate
smoothly as clockwork throughout
competition.
the past trio of encounters. SpinLast Spring, the pioneer band,
ner Man Andy Jones has proven
consisting of Lois Johnson, Sis
himself to be a triple threat back
Young, Martha Frost and Toy
of no mean ability. In "Scatter
Skinner hied itself away during
Back" Sammy Hardman we find a
Spring vacation to engage with
ball carrier who brings the stands
National Park College in Washing
to their feet. Glue fingered wington, William and Mary in Williams- Shriner and E. Ehrlich Are man "June" Lingerfelt is in great
burg, Va., and the University of
Only First-String Men Re form. A hard charging line is
North Carolina at Chapel Hill. The
ready to go so look out for the exturning This Year
self-organ ized, and financed fencplosion over Deland way next Friing trip was a success, leaving
day evening about 8:15.
Rollins victorious over Carolina and
The fencing team's prospects
National Park, and not too disap
pointed in having to bow to the this year do not look any too
strong, experienced squad of Wil- bright. Don Cetrulo, captain and
three-weapon ace of last year, is
liam and Mary.
This year, with the school's inter- Hagenbuch, valuable epee fencer,
Florida State Divisional Headest and support, the Rollins girls is not returning to school, leaving
quarters Located Here
should be able to build up a fine a large gap in the team ranks.

FENCING NOTES
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ALONG THE SIDELINES
By Jefferson Kennedy, Jr.
The night is Friday, the date is
Oct. 6, the host is Stetson, and the
evening's entertainment a football
game. A year ago a similar social
event took place with the boys from
Deland taking the short end of
18-6. Pre-game dopesters figure
either club a good bet, despite the
fact that the Hatters were badly
mauled by Florida a fortnight ago.
Troy Hall, Green Wave ball-carrying hopeful, has been shifted from
a tail to a fullback slot. Gardi
Lawton, our boy Chappy's kinfolk,
will be in the opposition's lineup.
Something else you might jot do^vn
is the fact that the much touted
Lynn Warren will see service with
the Washington Redskins Pro outfit this season.
The University of Miami is alleged to have a brilliant outfit this
season, the passwords being Terry
Fox and Scranton, Pa. I understand that Tampa's civic pride has
been aroused by the deluge of football players which have been migrating into Hurricane country for
the past few years. Bearing this
in mind we find that the Tampa
team suddenly has a fifty per cent
improvement. If this importation
continues to expand we are apt tc
find ourselves faced with a shortage of employees in certain mining
sections of our country.

"Smokey" Joe Knowles who was
registered this year is expected to
aid the McDowell squad with their
end problem. If his play last Friday night was any criterion, we
won't have to worry about him. It
was believed that he was only a
mediocre pass receiver, however, I
think that theory went up in smoke
as he snared the pigskin to put
the team in scoring position in the
last conflict. Joe's defensive work
is as good as ever despite the fact
that he has done nothing more
than polish a dance floor for a year
or more. Well, keep up the good
In the Tars' first conflict we give work, Joe, we're all for you.

Uncorking a bewildering offensive in their opening home game,
Jack McDowall's Blue and Gold
eleven rolled all over a hapless
South Georgia State team last Friday night at Tinker Field.
The 150 odd new students who
had their first glimpse of a Tar
football machine in action saw
typical performance by a host of
versatile backs, who ran the Georgia boys dizzy and took to the air
with unerring accuracy.
Led by swivel-hipped Joe Jus
tice, the Rollins backs gobbled up
yardage in huge chunks, breaking
through and around a heavy but
Although money has been scarce, outsmarted South Georgia line with
Rollins has added equipment for monotonous regularity. The Tars
The Sandspur each week is
four field events: the high jump, scored in every quarter, and if Mcgoing to give a short sketch of
broad jump, pole vault and shot Dowall had kept his first string
the various members of the
put. On the Intramural Field are men throughout the entire game,
football team in order to bettwo new tennis courts to be used the final total might well have run
ter acquaint the students with
during the Fall and Winter terms. into three figures, but he pulled
the boys who are carrying the
During the Spring term these out the starters and injected nuBlue and Gold to victory. This
courts will be converted into volsubstitutes, the first team
is thje first article iki this
leyball and diamondball play areas playing as a unit during the first
series.
for the usual heated intramural and last quarters.
Coach McDowall is placing great
competition. An additional backThe South Georgia win was the
faith in his guarding of the right
board has been added for individual third straight the Tars have
wing of the Tar line. This ve
tennis practice. A driving net, for chalked up this season, trimming
tile and clever end is none other
golf instruction, will be available Erskine 27-0, and Appalachian 14that the six foot, 185 pound flash
for the "hooks" and "slices" of 7, in games played at the Asheville
from
Wildwood,
Florida, Bill
golf classes on the campus. Behind training camp. The only flaw in the
Daugherty. Bill, a veteran of eight
the "Beanery", on the lake front, victory was the fact that four first
years of college and high school
absent-minded strollers will have string men suffered injuries at the
football, came to Rollins as a back
to restrict their promenading for hands of the hard charging South
Manny Ehrlich and Dejay Shrinwith a triple threat reputation to
record; so, if you're interested —
riflery is offered as a new activity Georgia line. Clyde Jones, whose
The first Florida headquarters back him as well as being one of
an' DO be interested — come on er, varsity veterans, will form the
this year. There will be individ- twisted knee will keep him on
nucleus about which this year's of the Amateur Fencers League of the best school boy punters in the
out for fencing!
ual class instruction in this sport crutches for some time, Manny
team will be built. The former is America, due to the efforts of state. As a freshman Bill held
and intramural competition during Brankert with a dislocated hip,
a strong swordsman in foil, sabre, Manny Ehrlich and Dejay Shriner, down the wing back position until
the month of March.
Tiny Phillips with serious lime
and epee and was responsible for has been established at Rollins this the final game of the season when
For the first time Rollins is
burns, from the field markings,
winning a major portion of the year. Headquarters for the en he was shifted to end to fill a vafering as an elective, to both men and Lou Bethea, who has a broken
bouts when Rollins defeated Har- tire state, fencing will be organ cancy in this place, and he has
and women, recreational physical hand, are the casualities.
Eight-Oared Shell Going to vard and Princeton. Shriner, the ized and controlled from here, offi been an end ever since. The foleducation — a combination activi
The game was hardly under way
first student manager the team has cial state tournaments will be spon- lowing year as an understudy of
ty of horseback riding, hunting,
New Orleans at Xmas
ed and the results of these, plu last year's freshman coach "Pappy"
when the diminutive Sammy Hardever had is a foil and epee fencer
fishing, and nature study. '
man living up to advance notices as
and was the 1938 winner of the any other divisional news will be Daunis, Daugherty learned the art
will necessarily cost the student a
Rollins has been invited to send' National Interscholastic Title, He published in the Florida section of of brainy defense. Even as an unbeing a hard man to handle, scootnominal sum due to the expense of
I eight-oared crew to the Sugar also did well for his first year on he National Fencing Magazine derstudy he broke into the scoring
ed around left tackle on a beautimaintaining horses, trucks foi
fully executed double reverse for Bowl Carnival in New Orleans dur- the varsity in '38-*39, taking all the Riposte" which is released in column on two occasions by snartransporting hunting dogs, horses,
twenty yards and the first score. ing the Christmas vacation for a three of his bouts from the crack every state of the union through ing passes and stepping over into
boats, etc., to hunting and fishing
: with the Orleans Rowing Club Harvard foil team, which was re- colleges, schools, universities and pay territory.
Joe Justice reached pay dirt later
grounds.
December 30. The club ob- puted to be the strongest in the clubs where there is fencing activiin the opening quarter when he cut
Last year Bill stepped up into the
Our next ambition is the renovaoff right tackle and sliced, slith- tained two eights from Columbia country. Fencing in the New York ty.
first team and turned into one of
tion of Recreation Hall. This inered, and weaved his way for twen- Jniversity during the summer to World's Fair Championships this
The A. F, L. A. is an organiza- those hard 60 minute players, playvolves sanding and refinishing the
ty-five yards and a touchdown. eplace the ancient coxless fours in summer, he took second place. tion similar in design and purpose ing that time in all but two games.
floors; covering the ceiling with
Joe's run was the prettiest of the which Rollins and the Club raced These two first team men will to the A. A, A. of the automobile This same year he prove his value
masonite; and painting the interlast year's Carnival, the home be supported by Don Riddle, George world, and the National Lawn As- as defensive player and turned two
game, if not one of the best pieces
ior. When this is accomplished, stuew winning.
of broken field running we've ever
Ehrlich, and Wah Siddell, experi- sociation of the tennis player. It pass interceptions into touchdowns,
dents will have a place for activiCoach Bradley, in discussing the enced second-string fencers.
witnessed. As the Tar back crossed
controls all state and national one of these boomerangs coming
ties such as basketball, ping pong,
the goal line standing up, a verit- invitation, made the following
However it is imperative that at tournaments, organizing the meet,
badminton, and general recreationable trail of would-be South Geor- statement: "I feel that we have least one additional three-weapon
applying the judges, and awardal meetings in the evening. Thert
gia tacklers were strewn out in his been greatly honored in being in- man be secured if the 1939-40 squad mg prizes. The A, F. L, A. also
is a real need for this. Has anyone
vited to the Sugar Bowl Carnival
wake.
chooses from among its thousands
to
uphold
the
record
of
last
year.
any ideas as to how to get money
Lou Bethea, injected in the game for the second time, and see
If this is not done, Rollins' reputa- of senior class members, which is
for this project?
during the second quarter, broke reason why we cannot accept if tion as a dangerous opponent may narrowed down to thirty or so by Canoes Available to Those
his hand as he sliced over for an- we can boat a representative c
competitive elimination, the memWho Pass Requirements
be a thing tf the past.
other Tar Tally. Merlin Mitchell Practice will begin immediately
This record, which included the bers of the Olympic team of the
another pint-sized halfback from after the close of the football sea- defeat of such powerful teams as United States.
Intermediate and advanced swimRollins has indeed taken a for- ming tests are being given on the
This head introduces a column Orlando, proved the sensation of son, and continue until our depar- Princeton, Brown, MIT, the Royal
bringing you the news of all the the evening as he ran back South ture for New Orleans, the day after British Marines, and Harvard, be- ward step in organizing a branch Lake Front every day except Satshoots in which students partici- Georgia punts, eluding tackier af- Christmas. By adopting the train- sides a clean sweep of ten southern of the parent body in Florida and urday and Sunday,
pate. We wish to urge anyone in- ter tackier. However, the second ing rules in force last year, and by schools, is the best ever made by it is a move which will, in the fuFreshmen and transfer students,
terested in Skeet or Rifle shooting team, which played most of the two work-outs daily during the a Rollins squad.
ture, do much toward increasing, both men and women, who have
to register for these sports under third period was unable to push first week of vacation, I do not see
The schedule this year will be and popularizing the sport in this not completed one of these tests,
why
we
cannot
get
into
the
condithe Physical Education program, as
re than one touchdown, and
much more difficult, including 15, part of the south.
are requested to report at the boat
the college wishes to form both a it remained for the first stringers, tion necessary to make a good instead of 8 opponents on the norManny Ehrlich is divisional sec- house dock between the hours of
Skeet and Rifle team this year.
came back at the start of the showing. In New Orleans we shall thern trip, making a total of 27 retary for the coming year.
4 and 6 p. m.
final period to slam over four more be the guests of the Club, and the instead of 14 meets for the season.
Please do not swim before havPat Laursen, National Woman's scores in less than fifteen minutes. Sugar Bowl Committee, with com- Thus it is even more important that
A monumental Concordance for ing passed the Intermediate Test.
plimentary
tickets
to
all
events
Skeet Champ successfully defended Justice, Hardman, and Johnson carthe '39-'4G group be at least equal the work of Ovid, the Latin poet,
Canoes are available only to
her title this year at San Francisco ried the brunt of the attack, Jus- during the week. I should like to to, and preferably stronger, than has just been completed at Cath- those students who complete the
have any members of last year's last year's
with a score of 236 x 250 to tie tice's 63-yard run featuring.
olic University. It weighs 13% advanced test, and students are refor first place and a 24 x 25 to edge
The calibre of play for the entire crews, and any transfers or freshPractice will start in the near pounds.
quested not to swim alone, but in
out her opponent in the shoot off. Tar squad was so high that it is men with rowing experience, who future, as soon as a place for it is
groups of 3 or more. Swimmers
are
interested
in
making
the
trip
This is the first time that the title impossible to pick many outstandfound. The fencing platform, rotThe University of Chicago has are asked to swim in the swimming
has ever been successfully defend- ing stars. The passing attack see me as soon as possible. The ted by rain and weather was in an endowment fund of $65,400,000. area between the two docks.
ed.
proved effective once again, Jus- race wall involve a great sacrifice dangerous condition and has been
tice, Jones and Johnson teaming up in the loss of Christmas vacation destroyed. Among other plans of
Work is now going on on the to throw four out of six attempted at home, but on the other hand New Manager Shriner and Manny Ehrrifle range in preparation for the passes successfully for a total gain Orleans hospitality at Carnival lich are the further organization
time is an experience that will of the Amateur Fencers League of
new course in rifle marksmanship. of 118 yards.
STETSON
Due to unavoidable delay, it will
The Tars rolled up ten first never be forgotten".
America in Florida, the expansion
L.E
L.E
~
- Hughes
probably be a week or so before downs and held the visitors to two.
of the girls' intramurals, the deL.T.
Clanton
L.T. -.^
Vann
actual shooting on the range com"No, 1 Dodo Boy" is the new title velopment of boys' intramurals,
e lone Georgia score came late
Swan
L.G
L.G
Gaughn
the third quarter, when Davis' of Slapsie Maxie Rosenbloom, ac- and the continuation and expansion
C
C
MacDermott
kick was blocked as the Tar line tor-fighter-night club operator. He of the girls' intercollegiate team.
R.G. . ..
R.G. _
- OgUvie
Sauls
On the Skeet Field
allowed several South Georgia men has been voted this new honor by
R.T.
Philips
R.T
Brant
Pat Laursen — 36 x 50, 20 ga,
the University of Southern Calito seep through.
Talladega College has adopted a
R.E. .
Daugherty
R-E. ....
„
Arnold
Al Roosevelt — 43 x 50
fornia chapter of Alpha Gamma program whereby all members of
L.H.B.
L.H.B
- Johnson
Dick Wesson — 41 x 50.
Wagner
Each Hunter College (
New Delta because "he is the one actor the student body, staff and faculty
R.H.B.
R.H.B.
— Hardman
This column will bring you week- York City) student spends an aver— Smith
the film industry with whom we participate in making and executQ-B
ly scores and reports of shooting age of 1,650 hours riding subways positively would not wish to be ing the controlling policies of the
QB
—, Justice
— MacDonoU
F.B. _ „
activities around the college.
during their four years in college. stranded on a desert island."
Brankert
F.B
HaU
i institution.

Outlook of Fencers
Not Reassuring
For Coming Season

the honors to Sammy Hardman.
The third scrimmage play foumj
him snagging an Eh-skine punt
and speeding safely into pay dirt
seventy yards away. Manny Brankert paved his way by pancaking
the lone Erskinite who threatened
his tally. Joe Justice, as alwaj-s
turned in a spectacular performance. Another feature of the game
was the masterful punting of "Cloverleaf Bob" Davis. Our Kappa
Alfa Rose "Tiny" Phillips has been
playing a fine brand of football at
tackle post. All in all the team
seems to be shaping up pretty
well, and although he doesn't say
much, I think Coach McDowell is
quite pleased with the whole outlook.

Football Personalities

Fencing Body Has
Branch at Rollins

Crew Gets Invitation
To Sugar Bowl Again

Swimming Tests Held
For All New Students

GUNSMOKE

Probable Lineup for Stetson Game

, against the Tars' deadly rival, Stetson. During the year he snagged
three other passes for scores but
his main asset was his heads-up de
fensive game as he loft the major!
ty of the pass receiving to hi:
sticky fingered companion on th(
opposite end of the line, June Lingerfelt,
His point scoring so far this year
has been by conversions, one beinp
kicked and the other run. If you
watch him closely this year you
will see that as right end he playi
a waiting game against most
teams, covering for passes and
waiting for tricky reverses and
spinner plays.
Bill is a hard working, fighting
player whose love of the game and
love of stiff competition has led
him to the place he now holds. Willie is sure that McDowall's fleet
and tricky team has a very good
chance of an undefeated season but
he says that we will really know
how good we are after Friday
night's game with the "Hatters" of
our old arch rival, Stetson.
NEXT WEEK J O E JUSTICE

Notice to Rats
The current crop of rats, who
apparently eat raw meat and upperclassmen, should be commended for their unified action
in repulsing what they believed
to be an infringement on their
constitutional rights. However,
the Rat Committee wishes to
point out that (a) rats have no
rights, (b) making a personal
issue of an accepted Rollins tradition is not living up to the
high standard expected on this
campus, and (c) the ring leaders have been duly noted, and
any further outbreak will meet
with competent opposition.
This Committee, on whose unfortunate shoulders has fallen
the onerous task of making passab/e human beings out ef the
motley crew that descended on
our once proud campus, has arranged a number activities for
the current week, which will include the annual bonfire, (which
the rats build and GUARD!), a
football rally — introducing the
members of the team, a pajama
parade, a rat-hobby night, and
others. An effort is being made
to arrange a mattress fight between the Rollins and Stetson
freshman boys- If the rats can
beat the Stetson frosh, they will
be suitably rewarded.
Rats are not required to button inside of buildings, or while
driving. Al/ sensible rats will
not mistake the sudden increase
in cordiality on the part of upperclassmen for anything other
than the natural outgrowth of
the rushing period. The rat
rules will not be relaxed! All
freshmen who have not yet registered with the Rat Committee,
or have registered and not yet
paid their dues, are asked to do

h
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I Students to Enjoy
Week-End Camping
^Trips to^Jungle

ALUMNI
NEWS

THE ROLLINS S A N D S P U R
Student Union ReRoUins Students to
opens Building Drive
Have Movie Program Conservatory

Notes

Series is Possible Through

Matthew Ely is Chairman of

Three Dances Held

COMMENTS on During* Opening Week
Today's NEWS For Freshman Class

Interest of Harry Warner
Nothing seems to have stopped
Warsaw falls after 20 days of
Sounds of pianos tuning and
Standing Committee
the thirty-niners from getting plasiege, all is quiet on the Western
voices warming up for choir audiRollins students will again have tions drew us to the northeast part
ces.
Bob Hayes is now editor of
front, Russia begins domination of
the
privilege
of
attending
eighteen
For the benefit of those who may the Baltic states, Germany sug'I
his department with the Orlando
of the campus, where the Conserva'
••i Groups of Seven May Make Morning Sentinel, and heads the leading pictures shown free of tory is preparing for a biggei not know of the foremost project gests peace, Turkey bargains witl;
charge at the Annie Russell Thea- and better year than ever. We of Rollins among the students, and Allies and Russia.
* Arrangements With Guide sports chatter column.
tre during the coming year. Mr.
for those who have heard tell and
*'' To Go Down Wekiwa River Paul Welch is called an "analy- Harry Warner, of Warner Broth- could get only a glimpse of Mr. wish to know more, we open print So goes the news of the fourth
tical chemist" for the Monsanto
Honaas, choirmaster and director
week of this, the second World War.
concerning the Rollins Student Un
Chemical Company, St. Louis, Mis- ers, an honorary alumnus of Rol- of the Conservatory, but we
Here in the United States, the
souri. Dick Camp, of scientific lins, furnishes these movies each ticed he is still the best-dressed ion Building, a recreation building new neutrality act was passed by
t Rollins students have an opporaspirations, is at Baltimore's Puri year. He gave the excellent screen man in the South. He anticipates for all students and alumni. It
the Senate Foreign Relations comHtunity to enjoy unique camping
tan Compressed Gas Corporatoin and projecting equipment to the a fine year for the choir and the to be a beautiful stucco place
mittee and now comes before the
•i;trips over the week-end on jungle
learning about manufacturing all college.
Bach Festival. Mrs. Magoun is match the new dormitories and will Senate proper. The latest word is
(island, where the 'gator and other
Dean Anderson, after a confer- back a t her desk, still the Conserv- be built on the lake front down be- that there is a large enough masorts of gases. Ann Eiarle is study'(wild life breed. These trips leave
ing laboratory technique at the ence with Harold Rodner, an agent atory's ideal secretary and willing hind the tennis courts and Carolyn jority of Senators in favor of a
lithe college each Saturday at 2 p.
of Warner Brothers,
secured helper.
Fox, and will contain a dance floor, strict "cash and carry" plan which
University of Wisconsin.
ifl^ty cars loaded to the gills with
Several new members have been soda fountain, book store, and sev- would make it necessary for forGeorge Fuller, of the "Rollins' enough pictures to assure the stU'
l(;camping equipment, returning Sun
dent body of an average of a fea added to the faculty. Miss Mabel eral other things which are badly eign nations to pay cash for all
Variety
Hour,"
is
at
Radio
City,
(day at 6 p. m.
and after two months has been ture picture and the usual shorts Ritch, of New York City, will be needed right here on the campus goods bought in this country and
Eight students make up the parpromoted to Television Guide. He every two weks. The movies will assistant professor of voice. She at the present time.
also to carry all goods in their own
Tty, boys alternating with girls each and Jack Makemson are housekeep- be under the direction of a commit- has made many concert appearThose of us to whom the project ships, to assure passage of the new
week-end.
tee soon to be appointed by Dr. ances and this summer participated is not new know the difficulty of law. There is no doubt but that the
ing together in the big city.
Dick Turk heads the list of Holt. The first of this series, "The in a program with Miss Helen the task and the marvelous re- embargo should be lifted and the
More than 1,500 students
teachers '39 produced. He is both Valley of the Giants", was pre Moore in Woodstock, Connecticut. sponse which it has received. The "cash and carry" law be passed.
faculty of Rollins have enjoyed
sented Saturday night before i
Mr. Walter Charmbury comes administration, although they en- There is no reason why American
^or more of these trips during the coach and principal of a school at
Clewiston, Florida. Rick Gillespie large group of students and fac^ from his home in South Orange, dorse the Student Union building business shiould havie to suffer
jjl3 years that they have been .
a most important thing, have when there is a way to safely alis coaching and playing baseball ulty. Other pictures will be showi New Jersey, and studios in New
i^ucted.
this term on the following dates York City to be associate professor left it entirely up to the students. low them to trade with belligerent
Ill Rollins began these trips back a t Sanford, Florida. Ollie DaughOctober 17 and 31; November 14 of piano. He will also teach ad- Hence we have been raising the nations. And the provisions of the
.in the spring of 1926, when a hand- erty, at New Port Richey, is teachand 28; and December 5. Among vanced theory courses and elemen- money in various ways, and bit by new law would provide that safety
jjfull of students launched their ca- ing and coaching.
Harold Brady must have gotten the pictures are "Four Daughters,' tary music history and apprecia- bit it is growing nearer to realiza- since American ships will not be
noes at Shepherd Springs — ths
"Confessions of a Nazi Spy," "Jua- tion. Mr. John Carter, a Rollins tion. Those of us who may not be traveling in dangerous waters and
^jource of the Little Wekiwa River the travel bug, for "he left the baserez", "Brother Rat", "White Ban- graduate who has taken postgradu- here when the building itself is therefore subject to attack. It
J.—and, accidently drifted into the ball club he was with to visit in
ners", "Dodge City", "Dark Vic- ate study at the Juilliard School, standing will nevertheiless have must be clearly told to all Ameri.)ig Wekiwa River and after pad- Maine. Florence Swift, taking in
tory", "The Sisters".
will be instructor in theory. Mr. a feeling of parenthood and will cans, also, that they travel in in^Jling 6 more miles up-stream, dis- the country from New York to
Mr. Rodner contacted officials of J. Maurice Wade will be affiliated always be able to come down and fested waters at their own risk, so
covered Shell Island, the headquar- Florida, finally heard that she could
other studios, including M-G-M, with the Conservatory and will visit it with extreme pride and perdon't have a repetition of the
,,«rs of a timber camp, owned by teach in the Cherokee Junior High
RKO and United Artists, and Co- teach double bass.
sonal feeling.
Lusitania and other such disasters.
''he Wilson Cypress Co. ,of Palatka, School in Orlando.
There is a standing committee We should, we can, we must stay
Claire Zumkeller confines it to lumbia, and secured from them
It seems like old times to see so
^la.
such outstanding pictures as "The many returning students. Among
charge of the work done to- out of this or any other war.
Two years ago, the "Wilson Cy- travel. She did the East this sumGood Earth", "Lost Horizon", and them are Marelle Haley, Erika ward our building which exeWhile a war rages in Europe,
iress Co. deeded the entire island mer quite thoroughly, and plans to
"Victoria the Great". In addition, Heyder, Sylvia Haimowitz, Betty cutes the ideas for raising
many of us in the United States
^o Rollins College, with no strings go West "when winter comes."
there will be shown each term at Ann Hubbard, Winifred Oren, Lu- funds, supervises and does the
turn our attention elsewhere. We
^ittached, and it is hoped that all Jarry Smith took to Bermuda, but
least
one
movie
in
a
foreign
lanverne Phillips, Marion Russ, Anne actual work. The head of this com- look towards New York City,
lollins students will avail them- expects to return to Florida later
guage, probably French.
Searle, Lois Weidner, and Louise mittee is Matthew Ely, and he or where on this Tuesday the 35th
elves of the opportunity to enjoy on, Ted Reed has been to Canada,
and around New England; and
Windham.
Ely Haimowitz has I any of the other members will be World Series will begin. The Amerme of these trips.
The trips are organized in this Skippy Arnold, between trips from banks plans to open her own studio come out of retirement at his lake only too glad to tell any of the new ican League will be represented
cottage. He spent a busy summer students of the details and the
again by the slugging New
planner: students organize them- North Carolina to Florida has this year.
Elsie Moore is to be recreational with his piano, and we're looking plans for this year. The oppor- York Yankees and the National
StfClves into groups of seven — the heard that Wesley Dennis was contpTiide making the 8th member of nected with the Atlantic and Pa- director at the Se Villa House for forward to his senior recital this tunity will be afforded for help League by the Cincinnati Reds othgirls in Bronx, New York. Tommy year. Reports say that Pres Weth- from both old and new students erwise known as the firm of Walidle party — then they arrange cific Tea Company.
pjirith the guide for the week-end
Don Cetrulo and Mort Lichten- Costello has been appointed Field erell will be a music major this who have not taken active part be- ters and Derringer etc. Here is
[Wf their choice. Immediately fol- stein plan to attend Yale this win- Representative for the American year, and we're very glad to wel- fore, and there will be several po- something no other country has,
sitions open to whomever applies the thrill of a World Series. No
, pwing lunch on Saturday, they roll ter, Mort in the Dramatic school. Red Cross. He is conducting First come him to the Con.
I (heir packs, consisting of the fol- Margaret Rogers is assisting the Aid schools, and giving special inThere is a fine group of new stu- and qualifies, so don't be bashful matter if one team wins in 4
lowing: 2 or 3 toilet articles, musi- resident head of the dormitory at struction to Life Saving instruc- dents this year, and we're expect- about this thing. Step up and speak straight games, each individufa.1
al instruments, an extra change the College of Practical Arts and tors. Warren Hume now has a po- ing much from them, gix will ma- to Matt and there will undoubtedly game is always a thriller beyond
compare. I'll stick my neck out by
„f clothing, including shoes and Letters, and will do work towards sition with the International Busipiano: Margery Branch and be something you can do.
j^cks, and of course if you are a her Master's degree a t Boston Uni- ness Machine Corporation, at their Alyce Stuckie of Orlando, Laura
Freshmen will find even greater saying that although I would per-softie" a pillow may be included versity. She is also a member of Chicago office. Warren and Au- Phillips of Stamford, Conn., Velva pleasure a t this work than some of sonally like t o see the Reds win I
se the Yankees in 6 games. It
Ji the pack!
the special cl.ass of six conducted gusta (Yust) are living in Evans- Saatkamp and James Niver of Day- us grey haired oldsters because
announced recently that Pie
.]j, The college rents a boathouse at for "deans". Peggy Cass has en- ton.
tona Beach, and Claudia Wilson of they will have that much longer to
Jie Wekiwa Springs and in it the tered George Washington Law
Hugh McKean, professor of art Tampa. Voice majors include Car- enjoy the building, and so we hope Traynor, one of baseball's greatest
j/ollege stores the camping equip- School this month, after spending at Rollins, has been given a year's vel Long, Atlanta, Georgia; Mary to see a lot of you anxious to aid
lent consisting of motor boat, 4 the summer at Athol, Mass., and leave to take special work at the Elizabeth Upchurch and Edwin in something we have already found
anoes, 12 paddles, 2 camp cook part at Akron, Ohio. Ann Roper Art School of Williams College, Waite of Durham, North Carolina; is a real pleasure to work on. Creahad expected to sail this month for Williamstown, Mass.
lijitoves, cooking utensils and cots.
John Powell of Jacksonville. tion is the chief joy of any project.
Jungle meals are prepared by the England, where she was to be an
hange student at the University
Students, under the direction of
^ e guide, consisting of the follow- of the Southwest. But we wonder
FOR YOUR SERVICE
-ig: crumbled pig-in-a-blanket; if she sailed after all!
Jieese dreams, with crushed pinePris Smith has been a counselor
CALL
ipples, buckwheat cakes with ma- at Camp Killooleet in Vermont this
J e syrup, and occasionally a 'gator summer, and expects to work in
J e a k dinner is enjoyed by the more New York this winter.
j,ardy ones of the party.
Virginia Biddle attended the
For reservations and for addi- French Schoo! a t Middlebury ColCampus Agent
ppOnal information of these trips, lege this summer, and was due to
FOR
ie the Swimming Instructor of sail for France late in August, but
We welcome old and new members of the Rollins
;oIlins down on the Lake Front or sailing was postponed. Jean FairStudent Body and Faculty. You will find the same
hone him a t 390-R "Winter Park,
good quality merchandise here that you found in
r call at 1685 Palmer Ave.
your good stores at home. We invite your charge ac-

**

John Giantonio

Welcome

ANDY'S GARAGE

FOOD SHOP
QUALITY FOODS

DATSON

*

; DAVIS OFFICE
I
SUPPLY
i»
lil

19 E. Pine SL, Orlanda

II

P h o n e 4822

WELCOME
STUDENTS

Orlando Phone 9835

$497'

Rollins Textbooks
and
Stationery

THE BOOKERY
E. Park Ave.

Orlando
•102. W. Church
)' Phone 6104

Winter Park
108 Park Ave.
Phone 9

Playclothes
Sportswear
Formals
Daytime Frocks
Coats and Suits

148 W. SOUTH ST.
ORLANDO

Phone 282-W

ROLLI
We wish to extend a hearty welcome to Dr.
Holt, the Faculty and Student Body of
Rollins College.

Remember the Thrift Dep.ii I
ment is open on the seioiui "'J
floor — Where the famous ^
Dixie-Deb Frocks are exclu-/
sive! (At thrifty prices t o o ) I n

SMART CAR
FOR

SMART PEOPLE

MWSTER 'M**

Brilliant modfiru s t y l i n g . . . thrilling p e i f o r m a n o o
. . . q u i c k e r i n t r a f f i c . . . less t i l i n g o n l o n g trips
. . . s o e a s y t o p a r k . O w n e r s r e p o r t 4 2 to 5 6 miles
p e r gallon—V4)S a mile for g a s a n d o i l — E m p i r e
State to G o l d e n G a t e for less t h a n $ 2 0 .
NATION WIDE PARTS AND SERVICE—BUY ON U T BUDGET PLAN

The Jos. Bumby
Hardware Co.

WELCOME
ROLLINS

Products

Welcome
CAN'T
FIND IT?
GO TO
BUMBY'S

"Beauty is a Duty"
Phone 66 146 E. Park Ave.

Safe, Pasteurized Dairy

Winter Park Phone 28 7R

» All Makes Used Typewriters

EDA'S BEAUTY
SHOP

Don't Fail to Come in
and Let Us Show You
Our LATEST FASHIONS!

Dairies, Inc.

Park Ave.

Typewriter Headquarters
di
Sales and Service

WE WELCOME
YOU

count as well as your cash business. We carry a good
stock of all wool ROLLINS PENNANTS and Banners.
Pep up the Rollins Spirit by using more pennants.

DAY PHONE 75
NIGHT PHONE 319W

*Phone 520

third basemen was released as
manager of the Pittsburgh Pirates,
the team on which he made his
fame and that Frankie Frisch, a
great second baseman, was signed
for that position next year.

"Old Timers" and "New Comers" Alike
—We're Glad to Have You Back!

Western Union

HOUGH'S

One of the best things inaugurated this year was the giving of
three informal dances last week.
For once something was given in
honor of the new students a t Rollins College that turned out to be
fun for them and all of us. So
many times in the past there has
been a so-called "freshman mixer'*
at which the frightened freshman
girls cowered together in a corner
while the freshman boys looked
longingly at them and admiringly
at some bolder gent who could
brave girlish giggles and whispers
and whisk off a dance or two. And
there was always a handful of upperclassmen who tried to get the
dance going, but you know how it
is when no one likes to get out on
the dance floor alone.
Well, anyway, the dance at
Strong Hall Tuesday night started the ball rolling and everyone
had a dance or so. The two succeeding dances at the Kappa Alpha
Terrace have only multiplied the
success. And so now freshmen,
you are on your own feet and we
think you have all had a pretty
good time so far. Therefore it is
up to you to have a super, super
bonfire Friday and we are expecting a smooth Xmas dance too.

Winter Park Branch
ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
308 E. Park Avenue

MRS,

GEO. H. GRIM, Mgr.

BANTAM »399""' " " BANTAM SALES COMPANY
ST. AUGUSTINE-^San Marco and Ballard Streets
ORLANDO—S89 North Orange Ave.
JACKSONVILLE—440 W. Adams St.
BOB STONEROCK—Campus Agent

LOUIS'
AT ORLANDO

"The Shop Smart Women Prefer"

THE ROLLINS

Mice Maul Mighties in Mattressling Match;
Frosh Team Team Licks Stuff ing Out of Both
There are more uses for a mat'
tress than Simmons had in mind
in the first place. Under Dick
Kelley's able guidance, one beauty-rest was shredded in the middle
of Tinker Field last Friday night.
Of course everyone is aware of the
lowly state of the Freshman mentality, so it is no wonder that brawn
and not brains triumphed, in spite
of Ray Hiccups bulging biceps.
The Freshmen, who had assembled their healthiest heroes in anticipation, loped gleefully to their
end of the field, while the Upperclassmen, recently recruited from
the grandstand, ambled half-heartedly to their posts. Mustering up
a httle enthusiasm, the Upperclassmen managed to reach Mr. Simmons' pride and joy at approximately the same moment as the
Eats. Much to their surprise, both
sides found the going very easy]

and had progressed half the length
of the field before Dick Kelley (the
Freshmen's Friend) coyly interrupted to tell them that they were
all pulling in the same direction,
namely the Freshman goal. After
much crabbing on the part of the
Freshmen, the already weary mattress was returned to the center of
the filed, while the opposing factions resumed their positions a t
either end of the field. Kelley';
curt command continued the fracas,
and the Freshmen again found th
going easy, much to the dismay of
the overpowered (physically, that
is) Upperclassmen. We wish to
take this opportunity to inform
the Rat Committee of the gross
subordination on the part of the
Rats . . . we have reference to th'
frantic shouts of "Button Rats!'
which were absolutely ignored . .
what's more, where were their rat
caps?

Welcome Students of Rollins!
LUCY LITTLE—"The College Florist"

TAR DUST
(Continued from Page 4, Col. 4)

NATIONAL COLLEGE POLL

Ken Winslow '28
354 Phillips BIdg.,

North of P. O.

The Latest Books for Sale
Large selection of Florida & Winter Park Cards

Our advice is

Don't Let Rollins Get You Down

r- LETTERS TO THE EDITOR-,

enough is too much, so may we say,
(CHECK ANSWIIES)
402 Westwood Blvd.,
give 'em Pan-Hel Rollins!
Los Angeles, California
Under present conditions, should the United States
The hozannah of the week goes
September 22, 1939
enter the European war as an active fighting agent ?
to the Sunday weather-man who
If Germany is defeated in the -war, do you think the
made formal dress for the Pan-Hel
Dear Editor,
spread
of
the
totalitarian
form
of
government
will
tea bearable . . . also we offer an
What is the value of student
be prevented ?
orchid or two to the guys or gals
opinion ? When gathered, tabulated,
Under present condtions, should the United States
who wrote "My Prayer", "A Man
and
publicized on a large scale,
sell munitions on a cash basis to any belligerent naand his Dream", "My Love For
does student opinion have the powtions who can call for the items in their own ships?
You," and a thanks to T. Dorsey
er to influence public thought? The
Do
you
favor
increased
armaments
and
extension
for giving us "You Taught Me to
Associated Students of the Univerof armed forces in the United States at the present
Love Again" . . .
sity of California a t Los Angeles
time?
Congrats a little late to Prexy
are
convinced it does. The CALIWould you be willing to fight if:
who had a birthday on the 19th
FORNIA DAILY BRUIN, student
of August . . . Robin Rae played
newspaper at U.C.L.A., is convinced
A. The United States proper
attacked?
in "The Lost Colony" at Roanoke
it does.
Island this summer . . . Don Riddle
B. Any United States territorial possessions
Y
Both are desirous of immediatemust be hoping for a diplomatic
were attacked ?
N
ly
determining what students all
job on account of he's majoring in
C. Any country in the western hemisphere
Y
over the United States are thinking
Spanish . . . Ask Margery Chindahl
were attacked?
N
on
vital issues of war and peace
to let you smell her goat-skin purse
D. United States maritime rights were viowhich directly influence their fU'
brought back from Denmark! . . .
lated: i.e. if American ships were sunk
Yi
tures. They believe that a concenpork pie hats are taking the place
with American passengers aboard ?
N
trated national student opinion will
of kerchiefs . . . there are 65 freshE. It became apparent that Fi-ance and Eng- Y(
affect the attitudes assumed by th.
men gals from last reports . . .
land were in danger of defeat ?
N
general
public and the policies
Betty Ann Hubbard locked herself
Male
adopted by the American governout of her own domicile one night,
Female
ment.
this summer and had to go through
As a result, the CALIFORNIA
a window head foist, Venetian blind
Please Send Ballots to the Editor of the Sandspur before
DAILY BRUIN, authorized by the
and all! . . . red is popular as blazes j
Monday, October 9, 1939
Associated
Students Executive
. . . we suggest that they rechristen '
council, representing the entire stuthe Florida Stadium the Tear Bowl
dent body of 8500 at U.C.L.A., is
after that Texas mix-up last week
seeking your assistance on your
. . . we hope Rollins will have
reverently cussed the upperclassown campus in a National College
bunch of supporting fans over Stetmen under their breath.
Poll.
son way this Friday nite to cheer
Next, the New Boys were hepThe enclosed questions have been
the Tars . . . Welcome, welcome to
hep-hepped thru their paces, but considered carefully and drawn on
SPO, the new fraternity on cam
(Continued from page 1)
didn't
seem particularly heppy the advice of competent members
pus this year . . .the stinky pinky
about it.
While leading them on
of the month is Greek Freak .
upperclassmen gaily waded into this merry chase, Giantonio had a of the U.C.L.A. faculty. Together
th this letter they are being sent
it was pulled by the Theta Kappa
Chase Hall, which, knee deep in slight difference of opinion with
over 500 colleges and universiNu's who have done a complete
metamorphisis and are now a chap- water, resembled a sinking ship. the tough metal pipe that bars the ties in the United States. Will you
Johnny, usually so
ter of Lambda Chi Alpha . . . Dean Well, you know how Rats are with Horseshoe.
perate in this national survey
Enyart has been nicknamed, and sinking ships! After some gentle adept around bars, didn't choose to by printing these questions in balgo over or under, preferring injustly, Saint Enyart . . .
urging by Fathers Kelly and Hoo- stead to go right thru it. As a lot form in your newspaper so that
We'd like to unofficially nc
ver, the rebellious Rats went out result, he was a little shaken up. our student body may vote? If
possible, will you arrange for disnate the young rat from Connecti-'j
onto the Horseshoe.
But you should have seen the pipe! tribution and collection of ballots
cut, who stands up to ask questions
Sides were formed on the green,
Here, your Seeing-Eye found the i in classrooms.
; the Rollins Glamor Gal No. 1 . . .
Please tabulate the results sepThe Sattidy nite mellerdramer and according to reports, both sides fitting climax for the evening and
was more fun than anything y e t . . . were greatly out-numbered by each romped home, joined by Louis, who arately according to sex and send
George Holt had the biggest laugh, other. At this point, there was looked entirely the worse for wear. them, together wih the figures for
Mary Ann Wilson the biggest boo lots of discussion and no blood was
"The Freshmen didn't bother me your total enrollment, directly to
for the Villian, and Jane Miller the spilled or anything half as funny. much," he said, "but those mosqui- me at my office. As soon as the
results from all over the country
biggest sigh for the hero . . . The And then came Peace! The kiddies tos sure were awful."
Rollins family spirit was really ob- reverently sang school songs, and
Ah Peace — Father, it's wonder- are tabulated we will hurry them
on to you.
reverently yelled school cheers, and ful!

Freshmen Prove
Inhospitable Hosts

SANDSPUR BOOKSHOP

WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER 4. issd

SANDSPUR

Speed is essential now that Con.
gress is in session. You should bj
able to go ahead with the poll aft«
one or two days of advance publi.
city. Please notify me immediately
of your intention to cooperate.
Sincerely yours,
SANFORD MOCK
Editor California Daily Bruin

Old Fashioned Meller
First Film Offering
At A. R. T. Saturday
Thrills, heart-throbs, not to men.
tion many a yawn filled the Annie
Russell Theatre as "The Valley of
the Giants" the Warner Bros. epic,|
trod the cliche path by reflex
tion.
A "virile" drama, it contained]
every dramatic han^-over fironi
the fight-on-a-cliff-with-dynamite-!
below situation to the pretty-girl,
in a runaway caboose about to gi
over doomed bridge. Hi-0 Silver!
Surely Wayne Morris read hon
the Greek Orator overcame hii
speech defects by talking ^Yitil
stones in his mouth. An admirabl*
idea, but I wish Mr. Morris would,
not imitate him while in front o{|
the camera.
Claire Trevor played the brasshussy with a hard exterior and did
what she could. But what could
anyone do with a part that demanded a Heart of Gold? Allan HalJ
gave a hearty performam
course, and caught the high spoti
of the picture. But we must wan
the picture committee not to eslec;
such a rough-and-tumble pictun
next time. You saw what effect i
had on the impressionable fresh[
men that night.
Of course, in the end of the pic
ture, Virtue was Triumphant Ove
Evil Acts of SIN — but it took s
long.
The Harvard University chapt
of Phi Beta Kappa has voted t(|
? "spirituous liquors" at its
nual banquets.

FRED ASTAIRE
has the right combination of
great acting and dancing
to give you more pleasure

When you feel depressed or puzzled or
overworked
(as this young man evidently is)

. . . just toss aside your books for a while and take a
walk down to BAKER'S MEN'S STORE and view the
new university styles.
. . . see the new arrivals in sportswear or slacks, socks,
or shirts, hats or shoes, . . . you'll be so revived that
you will return to your books a new man.
. . . just try it some time; the sooner the better.

THEY HAVE THE

R. C. BAKER
at the corner, downtown

WELCOME...
To all of Rollins' Staff and
Students who were here last
year, and especially those who
are here for the first time we
extend a hearty welcome.

You Are Just in Time
To attend our formal showing
of the 1940 Ford, Mercury and
Lincoln Zephyr.

FOR MORE PLEASURE
v><hesterfield blends the Right Combinatton
of the finest American and Turkish tobaccos
to give you a milder, better-tasting smoke w^ith
a more pleasing a r o m a . . .
/ V n d when you try them you'll find that these are
the qualities Chesterfield has above all others in
giving you More Smoking Pleasure. THEY SATISFY.

ON DISPLAY OCTOBER 6th

HEINTZELMAN'S
L i v i n g s t o n and S t a t e
ORLANDO, FLORIDA

lesterfielc
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